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Our HOUSE series of tiles is a collection
of porcelain and ceramic products that
we have curated with an affordable pricepoint. HOUSE has been carefully curated to
offer style with substance, to offer those on
a tighter budget, luxury without limits.

A tile collaboration with the National Trust.
This collection is inspired by the properties,
gardens, coastlines and countryside that
are cared for by the National Trust, with
each and every tile, you will step into one
of the National Trust's historic houses or be
transported to the scenery that surrounds it.

Natural Stone
Patterned Porcelain & Ceramic
Glazed & Mirror

Natural Stone Paving
Porcelain Paving
Indoor-Outdoor Decorative & Low-Slip Tiles

New Products.
Our product and creative team have taken
inspiration from around the globe to bring
you the latest new products that you can
find throughout this brochure.

Project Finishing Touches
Accessories
Proper Good Paint™
Ancillary Stone & Tile Care
Adhesives & Preparation
Grout
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Wood Effect
Stone & Cement Effect
Metal Effect
Marble Effect
Terrazzo Effect

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles
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Please note:
All prices in this brochure are recommended retail prices including VAT.

Collection

We try our best to ensure all images, descriptions and prices are accurate,
if you see something in here that doesn’t look right, please let us know
and we’ll make sure we amend it as soon as possible. Errors and omissions
expected (E&OE) is a phrase used to reduce legal liability for potentially
incorrect or incomplete information supplied in a contractually related
document such as a quotation or specification. Whilst we try our best not
to make errors, If you do spot a pricing error, you will still need to pay the
correct price. Pricing within this brochure may be subject to change.

The colour of our stone and tiles can vary slightly from the images in this
brochure, due to natural variation in stone batches and the limitations of
photography and print. To see more images and to order samples, please
visit capietra.com

Ca’ Pietra is a Sarsen Stone Group Ltd brand Stonebridge House,
Nursteed Road, Devizes, Wiltshire SN10 3DY
© Ca’ Pietra Printed in England
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Due to the nature of natural stone and terracotta, there will always be
colour variation from stone to stone, along with chips and other organic
blemishes. Allowances should also be made for size and thickness –
particularly so with our more rustic products. These features are an
intrinsic part of natural materials, adding beauty, charm and character
that will be unique to your home.
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As you browse this brochure, please note:
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Ca' Pietra Collection.
Designed by our in-house team of creatives,
our Ca' Pietra collection is original,
trendsetting and stylish. This is a collection
that is designed by and made for Ca’ Pietra.

Where our slip resistance icon is present
we recommend only using these tiles
in domestic settings, as they are of
moderate slip risk. Ensure tiles are not
used around pool surrounds and keep them
clean to maintain slip resistance.

Residence By Ca’ Pietra is a carefully
curated edit of expertly crafted
natural stone and tiles, that reflect our
company’s history and heritage. These
materials showcase our passion for the
organic beauty of stone and will ensure
your project is timeless and elegant.
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Hey,

We are Ca' Pietra
Statement stone, designer tiles and Proper Good Paint™
is our thing. We are so glad you found us.

Grazzie Wilson
Creative Lead

If you are...

T ile-obsessed, a décor-dreamer
or looking for stone to make your
home shine...
Then you have come to the right place.
We hope you will enjoy browsing our collections which are full to the brim
of stylish stones and decorative delights that will bring your home to life.

Hamish Smith
Founder

Lorenzo Smith

Product Development

We can’t wait to see how you use our products throughout your project.
Happy reading.
Hamish, Grazzie & Lorenzo.

The Ca' Pietra Creative Team.
3
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For over three generations our family business has been at the
forefront of home décor, style and design, creating inspirational
tile collections for your home.Reflecting and setting trends, our
distinctive patterns, colours, textures, finishes and effects make
it easy to make a statement, however bold or subtle.

Our Story
At Ca’ Pietra we believe that every home deserves a statement
tile. Whether that tile is patterned, textured, an interesting
shape or size or even a colour combination or finish that
makes it stand out from the crowd.
We embrace our design flair and passion for all things interiors to
create tiles that are style-setting and on-trend. We enjoy sharing
our love of colour and pattern to bring life, fun and character
to every room and we guarantee a product promise to all our
valued customers. Our collections are always frequently updated,
internationally inspired and both timeless and forward-thinking in
their distinctive patterns, colours, textures, finishes and effects.
5

We know a thing
or two about
stone and tiles.
As well as decorative, statement
and patterned tiles, we are also
known for our natural stone,
too. Our expert knowledge
of stone in all its wonderful
variations brings together
our love and appreciation of
craftsmanship and carefully
curated design. We nurture
and harness the beauty
of limestone, sandstone,
marble, terracotta and slate to
complement or contrast your
home style, whatever it may be.
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Ca' Pietra Special?
You may have found us on Instagram, stumbled upon us whilst trawling the
internet for the perfect tiles or spotted us in a local showroom. Either way,
hello and welcome to the world of Ca’ Pietra.

Lily Pebbles. Photographer: Emma Croman

What Makes

An ever-evolving collection
created by the best in
the industry.
Our experts scour the world for the finest sources of
natural stone, skilfully crafted tiles and cutting-edge
designs, so that you can enjoy the best in your home.

In-house customer support.

Inspiring
Ca’ Pietra retailers.
There really is nothing quite like visiting
one of our retailers to experience the
very best the industry has to offer.
Talking through design possibilities,
viewing the products in person and
soaking up their technical and design
knowledge.
Our retail network are dotted around
the country and on hand to guide you
through your renovation.

Whether you want to know who your local retailer
is, how to clean your beautiful new limestone or you
simply have no idea where to start when it comes to
choosing tiles, then our design and customer care
team can offer you all the help you need. Trained in
anything and everything there is to know about tiles
and great design, we will start your next renovation
off on the right foot.

Forget waiting around...
We know that time is precious, which is why we hold
our stock in our Wiltshire warehouses. When you order
from us, you benefit from a super quick turnaround on
your order.

Sustainability.
We are passionate about playing our part where
sustainability is concerned, which is why we work with
our suppliers to continually improve the sustainability
of our tile collections.
We continue to add recycled materials to our collection
and consciously look to introduce stone and tiles with
recycled content each season.
We are committed to using recyclable materials for our
product packaging and are proud that our natural stone
and tiles are products that will last a lifetime, reducing
the need for replacements and minimising waste.
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Free samples
to help you decide.
Having samples at home really helps
you to appreciate the tile you are
considering. We offer up to four free
swatch samples of any of our products
in this brochure, you just need to cover
the small cost of postage. If you prefer to
see a larger sample, then you can order
full size samples and our new 30 x 40cm
samples (for larger format stone and
tiles) to really appreciate the beauty of
the material for a small cost.
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Our Ca’ Pietra stone and tile
collections are sold throughout
the UK and Europe from a trusted
network of handpicked retailers.
If you are looking for advice and support
when buying stone and tiles, then we
recommend heading to one of our
specialist retailers. Not only will they be
able to advise on the perfect materials
for your project, but they can also help
with working out tricky things including
how many tiles you require, patterns,
layouts, maintenance and delivery
timescales too. We know that buying
stone and tiles is an investment which is
why heading to one of our retailers will
ensure that your experience is smooth
and enjoyable. With our retailers, you are
in great hands.

Photo: Country Image - @countryimagemayflower

Ca’ Pietra

Photo: Ripples Bathrooms
- @ripplesbathrooms

Where To Buy

Country Image - @countryimagemayflower

Photo: Neptune by Closa - @neptunebyclosa

West One Bathrooms - @westonebathrooms

North Arch Bathrooms - @northarchbathrooms
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Be inspired by our
Ca' Pietra retailers

Photo: Neptune by Closa - @neptunebyclosa

Photo: West One Bathrooms
- @westonebathrooms

To find your local retailer, head to
our website at capietra.com/where-to-buy

Ripples Bathrooms - @ripplesbathrooms
10
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Italian
Flavour
The Ca’ Pietra

Hot List

Taking our inspiration from a
stunning pottery collection we
were lucky enough to discover in
Italy, this porcelain tile comes in
two formats and five colours.
From kitchen splashbacks to
bathroom feature walls, our new
Pottery range of porcelain tiles will
give any room an authentic, artisanal
look. Don’t just use it for walls - this
Mediterranean-style beauty can be
laid on floors too, as well as exterior
walls when you want to take the
rustic, rural vibe outside into a
courtyard or terrace for a little laidback summer entertaining.

OUR LATEST LAUNCHES TO
TRANSFORM ANY SPACE
Our pick of the best trend-setting tiles
this season are sure to make instant
impact in any interior.
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Pull the colour of
your tiles through
to kitchen cabinets
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Star Quality
Create your own walk of fame with a star-studded
hallway floor or give walls wow factor with our
decorative Atlas and Memphis porcelain designs.
Both designs are guaranteed to turn any space into a
statement piece. What’s great about these tiles is that they
suit both classic and contemporary decors, fit in easily
with existing schemes and complement pretty much any
other material, texture or colour. Enhance the character
of a Victorian or Edwardian property or jazz up a modern
new-build, these designs work in oh so many ways

13

For the look and feel of richly veined marble
at an affordable price, our Muscat porcelain
and ceramic tiles elevate any interior into
something truly special.
Imagine an en-suite bathroom fully clad in Muscat
and you get a sense of how utterly luxurious this
tile can look. This rich marble-effect tile is ideal for
bathrooms and grand entrance hallways.
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Cuban Style
Hit the travel trail and let us transport you to the heady
ambience of Latin America with our Cuba porcelain
and ceramic tiles.
Our new collection has a gorgeous handmade feel for
that artisanal look and a beautiful tactile quality with a
premium finish. The 15cm x 15cm ceramics can be used on
interior walls to give kitchens and bathrooms a statement
look while the 20cm x 20cm porcelain has an R10 slip
rating so it’s ideal for walls and floors both inside and out.
All the designs feature wildly different patterns and prints
to evoke something for all the senses, with a choice of
colours to complement or contrast with your existing décor.

Mix and match the
field tiles to create
a chequerboard effect

15
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Colour
Chart
To complement our decorative
tile and stone collections, we have
launched our very own paint range.
Proper Good Paint™ is a palette of 35
stunning shades suitable for walls,
ceilings, wood and metal-work in
any room of the home.
Use classic tones to enhance a period
property or go for one of the more
contemporary hues to uplift and
refresh a contemporary interior.
Created with locally sourced materials,
the paints are non-hazardous and
eco-friendly with low VOC so they are
a totally sustainable option. We have
barely-there neutrals, richly intense
blues, reds and greens, pastel hues and
dark inky blacks for a dramatic look.
Made in the UK, Proper Good Paint™
does exactly what it says on the label.
It’s proper good.
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California
Dreaming
17

We’re dreaming of Californian road-trips.
Immerse yourself in the cloudy feel of this California porcelain tile,
which comes in large 60cm x 120cm formats and a choice of Jade, Pearl
and Beige colourways.
Suitable for interior walls and floors, this gloss finish tile is oh so practical
as well as creating a luxurious onyx effect that is perfect for bathrooms,
shower spaces and walk-in wet rooms. This premium-look porcelain is
ultra-versatile and suits all décor styles.

18
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Nature's Way
We are so proud to have collaborated with the National
Trust to launch the National Trust Tile Collection by
Sarsen Stone Group. These original tiles embrace both
classic and contemporary designs with patterns and prints
inspired by the houses, properties, gardens and coastlines
cared for by the National Trust.
Be transported to one of the historic buildings or imagine
yourself wandering along a pretty coastal path and bring
that feeling into your very own home with wall and floor
tiles that evoke a sense of the past, bringing it very much
into the future.
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08
Think
Pink

Colour Pop

We’re in the pink with
our Valentine collection
of marble honed tiles,
which come in 10cm x
30cm, 40cm x 60cm,
herringbone and hexagon
designs to suit your space.
Suitable for walls and floors,
this blush tinged range of
honed marble will elevate
any en-suite or shower
room into an exquisite
homage to natural beauty.
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Green Screen

Classic
Charm

For 2021/22, there’s one colour palette that is here to stay.
We’re talking all shades of green and whether it’s an organic
hue that brings the outside in or the rich jewel shade of
emerald, green is the perfect complement to all styles of
interior. This on-trend tone can be used in both classic and
contemporary homes and it’s an ideal basis for introducing
a biophilic theme or oasis of calm into a hectic household.

Say “hello” to a stone that is full
of charm. Perfect for dreamy
kitchens, boot rooms, utility
areas and hallways. This is a
stone that oozes timeless appeal.

21

These 60cm x random natural
stone tiles are an enduring classic
and as one of our best-sellers,
Hamlet ages beautifully over
time. Now it’s also available in
this new velvet finish.

Hamlet ages
beautifully over time

Mix it up with wood to help bring the outside in and think
natural materials such as rattan, raffia and basketweave
to keep it simple. Be inspired by nature and all its flora and
fauna to create a tranquil retreat and use Ca’ Pietra tiles to
form a beautiful backdrop of varying green shades or pick
out accents with tiles that feature subtle hints.
We love green teamed with pink too, the perfect on-trend

Lyme Ceramic Metro Emerald Green
mix, and it also looks eye-catching with pops of vibrant red
as a statement piece such as a squishy armchair or footstool
in pure scarlet.
Darker greens also look stunning when teamed with brushed
gold brassware, especially in kitchens and bathrooms. Think
green wall tiles in interesting shapes and palettes and keep
the fittings simple and straight-lined for instant impact.
You can also use paint to create wow factor or blend in with
its surroundings. Ca’ Pietra’s Proper Good Paint™ comes in
huge range of colours including Ander’s Rock, Aspen’s Forest
and Grace’s Green. Use in kitchens, bathrooms or utility
rooms for a sense of nature and organic charm or give living
spaces and bedrooms a calming feel, perfect for relaxing
after a long day.
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HOLIDAY HUES

Trend Spotlight

Mix & Match

The trend of mixing and matching materials, styles, colours, shapes and more is one that is
perfectly suited to Ca’ Pietra. Whether it’s a decorative design, a colour pop or a stylish shape,
there are so many tile variations that there’s something for every interior.
We think you get the best results when you mix it up and choose clashing or contrasting
tiles. Push the boundaries, break all the rules and go for tiles that you love!
Here’s our pick of our favourite mix & match looks…

OPPOSITES ATTRACT
Mixing materials, colours, textiles, shapes and sizes can
all achieve something truly wonderful and totally unique.
Take this shower area with a mix of our Bamboo and
Marble Luxe tiles in similar colours but completely different
formats and patterns. It just works, especially when teamed
with an on-trend brushed gold shower set.

We also love the Mediterranean effect that this shower space
creates using our Pottery and Atlas tiles. Taking the theme of
blue, the tiles instantly go together by picking up on this accent
shade, even though they couldn’t be more different. So be bold,
be brave, and do whatever you want to create the interior of
your dreams.

MONOCHROME MOOD
In this monochrome bathroom
with open shower area, Marble
Luxe Porcelain Noir is teamed
with Delicate Porcelain to create a
classic black and white theme that
oozes Art Deco chic. By selecting a
simple colour palette but opting for
contrasting tile sizes and patterns,
it achieves a timeless blend that
will never go out of style. Flooring
is our Zen Marble Grand Basket
Weave Marble Mosaic in a honed
finish. Mixing natural marble with
marble-effect porcelain is a great
way of working to a budget without
losing any of the luxe look.

SEE BLUE

Three really is
the magic number
when it comes to
mixing materials
23

We love this tranquil bathroom
space, which uses our Piazza
Porcelain Geo Antricita for the
floor with Marble Luxe Porcelain
Palissandro Blue on the walls.
The matt terrazzo flooring is
perfectly on trend on its own yet
when mixed with the marbleeffect large format porcelain on
the walls, it creates a serene space
perfect for an invigorating wake
up shower or a relaxing rain spray
after a long day.

COLOUR CLASH
Bringing a sense of the outside in, this
shower space features contrasting colours,
formats, shapes and prints to achieve
something truly unique. Walls are clad
in our California Jade, an onyx-effect
porcelain with jewel-like charm, while
the floor is laid with Medina Hexagon
Porcelain Rosa, a delicate blush pink that
works surprisingly well with green. Gold
accents for the fittings and brassware
complement both tiles beautifully.
24

Inspired By

Instagram
We love to peak through
someone’s home thanks to
Instagram. Here, we share
some of our favourites…

Designer:
@design_at_nineteen
With a little careful planning, even
the smallest of bathrooms can become a
thing of beauty. That’s what Justin Coakley
of @design_at_nineteen discovered
when he turned the loft bathroom of his
London home into a stunning sanctuary.
Justin used Long Island Marble brick
tiles in a honed finish to give the space
its monochrome backdrop then added
matt black shower fittings, wall light and
accessories to complete the look.

Long Island Marble Wicker Mosaic

25
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Marlborough Terracotta Parquet

Homeowner:
@mjhousetohome
For Marion of @mjhousetohome’s Edwardian property
renovation, she chose to design the two bathrooms in totally
different styles and colour palettes. The main bathroom features
our Long Island Marble Brick in a honed finish, creating a classic
and timeless look. Marion also chose to finish the tiling off with
matching skirting and dado and the end result is simply stunning.
As a contrast to her luxurious marble bathroom, Marion designed
her en-suite in a blush pink shade with on-trend gold and matt
black fixtures and fittings. Our Carter Rose ceramic tiles give the
shower area impact and a playful look, which has more than a
touch of hotel chic about it.

Long Island Marble Brick

Designer:
@sunny_inside_out_interiors
With its practical Shaker-style utility room in
a soothing green shade next to a contrasting
blue and pink kitchen, this stunning country
property features Neranjo Limestone for the
flooring in a rustic tumbled finish. Hardwearing,
durable and tough enough to cope with everyday
wear and tear, the natural stone surface is the
perfect complement to the classic style of the
rest of the home. It may be medieval in origin
but this house is anything but stuck in the past.
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Bloggers:
@the_brixton_home_boys
This gorgeous ground floor garden flat
was totally reconfigured in late 2019. The
homeowners wanted to recreate that special
Mediterranean feeling and after much
searching, found the perfect flooring solution
with Marlborough Terracotta Parquet tiles.
The kitchen-living space in the rear extension is
eclectic, charming and homely, and the perfect
space for entertaining.

28

Chatham Oak Porcelain
Blogger:
@feather_and_faff_interiors
Anna Marie Smith of @feather_and_faff_interiors knew that turning an
old dining room into a combined utility and boot room would be the
perfect practical space at the rear of her house. Anna chose Chatham
Oak Porcelain wood-effect for the flooring, as it’s ideal for coping
with muddy paw prints and will retain heat well when underfloor
heating is installed. Combined with Ca’ Pietra’s Proper Good Paint™
in Charlotte’s Whisper for the bespoke cabinetry and wall panelling
above the sink and Ren’s White for the ceiling, walls and lower wall
panels, the effect is a warm, cosy space where Anna and her family can
remove boots after a long walk and get the laundry done, too.

Mono Hex Porcelain Daisy

Blogger:
@oneslowsunday
Victorian America was the influence behind
Imogen Coles’ bathroom renovation, which
features Mono Hex Daisy tiles for the floor.
The design has transported the bathroom to
a perfect blend of old meets new. Imogen has
had her eye on the tiles for some time and was
delighted to be able to use them within her new
bathroom scheme. They are the perfect design
detail that pairs beautifully with a bespoke
painted bath and vanity unit, brass taps and
shower, creating a modern update on the classic
monochrome look.
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Writer:
@_lisa_dawson
Lisa chose Brompton field tiles to create a chequerboard
effect for her hallway floor, as this was perfectly in keeping
with the original architecture of the property. The black and
white design also helps to lighten up the hallway, especially
when teamed with the white walls, mirrors and colourful
painted doors. Carefully chosen artwork for the walls and
plenty of bench seating for family and friends to sit all
combine to make this entrance hall a warm, vibrant space
that’s as comfortable as it is stylish.
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Parisian Café Porcelain Tri Black

Lily Pad Porcelain Peacock

Homeowner:
@yvonne_loves_paris_and_kit

Brewhouse Porcelain Brick

Designers:
@simplybathroomsltd

Putting your own style on something really makes a house
a home and for Yvonne Oliver, choosing our Lily Pad
porcelain tiles in Peacock was the start of an attic bathroom
renovation that really packs a punch. The tiles have been
used to great effect, highlighting the spacious shower area
and perfectly complementing the roll-top bath. An eclectic
space full of vintage style and charm, the new-look bathroom
has helped to give this period property a new lease of life.

For anyone thinking about whether or not to mix and match
tiles in the bathroom, this design from Simply Bathrooms shows
just how effective and eclectic the end result can be. Part of a unique
riverside lodge on the banks of the River Thames, the bathroom
belongs to a couple who wanted a quirky, characterful vibe with a
mix of classic and contemporary touches. The result combines our
monochrome Parisian Café porcelain tiles for the walls – walk-in
shower included – with Brewhouse terracotta-look porcelain from
the new National Trust Tile Collection for the floor.
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Interior

Natural
Stone
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Limestone,
Sandstone & Slate
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Marble
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Terracotta
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Baobab

LIMESTONE · SATINO

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

LIMESTONE · HONED

Our Ashbourne limestone is suitable for indoor use and
is available in two finishes. The Satino offers a smoother
finish perfect for a contemporary feel.

Our Ashbourne limestone is suitable for indoor use and
is available in two finishes. The Tumbled finish comes
with rough-hewn edges for a rustic look.

Simply stunning, natural works of art. The sedimentary markings of these
beautiful stones are reminiscent of the cross-cut of the African Baobab tree,
which has inspired the name.

Papyrus
Format
60 x random x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£105.00

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.
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Sold by
1m2

Format
60 x random x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£120.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Option
Papyrus
Silver Blue

Interior Natural Stone

Ashbourne

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Ashbourne

Silver Blue

Format
30 x 60 x 1cm
30 x 60 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£110.00
£110.00

Sold by
1.08m2
1.08m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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LIMESTONE · VELVET

LIMESTONE · DISTRESSED

This French limestone is an amazing match for an ancient French stone from a quarry that was
exhausted a hundred or more years ago. This newly quarried stone has all the characteristics of the
original classic and offers exceptionally good value for such a high-quality, authentic limestone.

Bergamo limestone is distressed by hand, then softly rounded. This hard
but elegant limestone is veined and fossil-rich with plenty of character.

Format
30/40/50 x random x 2cm

Format
60 x random x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£145.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£125.00

Sold by
1m2

Interior Natural Stone

Bergamo

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Beaulieu

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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LIMESTONE · HONED

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

With a honed finish, the surface of this hard, durable limestone is smooth
and flat, while the scattered fossil and vein markings are still visible.

This hard, durable limestone has scattered fossil and vein markings,
and is available in extra-large formats.

Format
40 x 60 x 1.5cm
60 x 60 x 1.5cm

Format
40 x 40 x 1.5cm
40 x 60 x 1.5cm
60 x random x 1.5cm
French pattern x 1.5cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£71.00
£77.50

Sold by
1.2m2
1.08m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£71.00
£71.00
£73.50
£71.00

Sold by
1.12m2
1.2m2
1m2
Repeat (1.44m2)

Interior Natural Stone

Bergamo

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Bergamo

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

The sister stone to our best-selling Neranjo limestone with some extra
character and fossils. The stone could easily be mistaken for an English
limestone. It’s hard-wearing, never shows the dirt and is incredible value.

There are greens and charcoals within the tonal range of this very hard
limestone – the sort of colours that give you plenty of hints for matching
other interior materials.

Interior Natural Stone

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Charterhouse

Designed by: Alison Evans, Obsidian Interiors

Calcot

Format
60 x random x 1.5cm
Spanish pattern x 1.5cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£69.00
£69.00

Sold by
1m2
Repeat (3.24m2)

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x random x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£110.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Corfe

LIMESTONE · ETCHED

LIMESTONE · HONED

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

The underlying grey in Corfe limestone is ‘bleached’ by the
etching process, and so it does look quite different to the
honed and tumbled options. The etching gives the stone a
good grip finish for wet and exterior use as well as a fantastic,
tactile look that works well in contemporary interiors.

With deep, moody tones of grey and charcoal highlights
and lots of wonderful fossils and natural markings, Corfe
limestone is reminiscent of the very hard limestones
found on the Isle of Purbeck in Dorset.

The tumbled finish of Corfe limestone adds a soft, rustic look and character to
this natural stone. The beautiful moody tone of grey is the perfect foundation
for homes.

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Bull-nose coping: 100 x 40 x 4cm

Format
60 x random x 1.5cm

Interior Natural Stone

Corfe

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Corfe

Brick: 7 x 20cm
£m2 Inc VAT
£99.76m²
£157.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, pool surrounds,
sealing required.

43

£m2 Inc VAT
£89.00

Sold by
1m2
Format
7 x 20 x 1.5cm
60 x random x 1.5cm
Bull-nose coping etched finish: 100 x 40 x 4cm

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£65.00
£89.00
£157.00 each

Sold by
1m2
1m2
Piece

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors,
sealing required.

44

45

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

Cote Bourgougne is sourced from a small independent quarry in France who focus on hand-crafted
finishes and traditional savoir-faire. With a warm blend of beige and light grey tones, this material
works beautifully across larger areas such as hallways and reception rooms.

These cool grey flagstones provide an incredibly durable floor, with a
time-worn appearance for instant character. Perfect for inside and out.

Format
35-42-51 x random x 2cm

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

56 x random x 2cm

£69.50

1m2

Suitable for interior and exterior floors, pool surrounds, sealing required.

£m2 Inc VAT
£195.00m2

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Interior Natural Stone

Denham

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Cote Bourgogne

46

These grand rustic flagstones are reminiscent of old Portland limestone with
ivory to buff tones and a natural riven surface which we gently smooth down
with a tumbling process to give a time-worn look, that ages beautifully.

Format
56 x random x 2cm

47

Dorchester Sandstone Tumbled

£m2 Inc VAT
£105.00

Sold by
1m2

We love the rustic nature,
which looks like it’s always
been there.

Interior Natural Stone

SANDSTONE · TUMBLED

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Dorchester

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

48

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Eiffel
LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

Interior Natural Stone

A contemporary take on a classic
stone, perfect for modern living.

The powder-soft colouring and texture of this limestone makes
it a perfect addition for a modern townhouse or country kitchen.

Format
60 x random x 2cm

49

£m2 Inc VAT
£125.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Designed by: Geri Designs

Eiffel Limestone Tumbled

50

Interior Natural Stone

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Farley
LIMESTONE · SEASONED
The tones may be soft and muted, but the stone is as hard as nails – virtually indestructible, in
fact. The natural riven face of the stone is smoothed off, then ‘seasoned’ to give the appearance
of a time-worn, country house floor. A fantastic price for a memorably good limestone.

Cobbles

Format
56 x random x 2.2cm
Greek pattern x 2cm
Cobbles: 15 x random x 2.2cm
Parquet: 7 x 30 x 2cm
Bull-nosed coping: 40 x 90 x 4cm

51

Farley Limestone Seasoned

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.50
£69.50
£85.00
£75.00
£70.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Repeat (2.72m2)
1m2
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

52

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

A perfect stone for large, open spaces. Fontaine is dense and clean with subtle variations in
tone and occasional fossil markings. A little like marble that has aged and mellowed, this is a
sophisticated stone that gets better with time. To achieve this look with cabochons, see page 328.

A light seasoned limestone suitable for indoor and outdoor
use, Hamilton has a soft, natural appearance with delicate
veining throughout.

Interior Natural Stone

Hamilton

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Fontaine

Shown with cabochons

Format
40 x 40 x 1.2cm
40 x 60 x 1.2cm

53

£m2 Inc VAT
£115.00
£115.00

Sold by
1.12m2
1.2m2

Format
10 x 30 x 2cm
60 x random x 2cm
Bull-nose coping: 100 x 40 x 4cm

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00
£85.00
£85.00 each

Sold by
1m2
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

54

LIMESTONE · ETCHED

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED & ETCHED

If you want to create a seamless look, use these slabs both inside and out.
The etching – which increases the non-slip properties of the stone – also
gives it a more neutral colour. This is a really robust, great value stone.

There’s a lovely, wide range of interesting autumnal colour tones in this
flagstone. Perfect for external use due to the extra etching for low slip.

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Bull-nose coping: 100 x 40 x 4cm

55

£m2 Inc VAT
£76.00
£105 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Double pencil coping: 100 x 40 x 4cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00
£115.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Interior Natural Stone

Hamlet

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Hamlet

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

56

This is a really robust stone with warm autumnal tones and interesting
character. This is a timeless material that is very low maintenance too. To
achieve this look with cabochons, see page 328.

Format
40 x 40 x 1.5cm
40 x 60 x 1.5cm
60 x 60 x 1.5cm

57

£m2 Inc VAT
£65.00
£65.00
£84.00

Sold by
1.12m2
1.2m2
1.08m2

Format
60 x random x 1.5cm
French pattern x 1.5cm
Spanish pattern x 1.5cm

This limestone feels lived-in
and loved and is so easy
to care for.

£m2 Inc VAT
£74.00
£65.00
£71.00

Sold by
1m2
Repeat (1.44m2)
Repeat (3.24m2)

Interior Natural Stone

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Hamlet

Notes
Suitable for interior
walls and floors,
sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Hamlet Limestone Tumbled

58

59

LIMESTONE · VELVET

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

The dappled fossiling and caramel-beige tones of our Hamlet limestone are
beautifully enhanced by this tactile matt velvet finish, for a premium, refined
looking floor.

This very hard limestone has a seasoned finish. The rough edges and textured
surface means it will blend instantly into period properties, while the stylish
grey tones make it a perfect fit for contemporary interiors.

Format
60 x random x 1.8cm

Format
60 x random x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£99.00

Sold by
1m2

Interior Natural Stone

Hazlebury

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Hamlet

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

60

61

LIMESTONE · HERITAGE

LIMESTONE · NATURAL

Reminiscent of the beautiful limestone flooring found in the cloisters at Lacock Abbey in Wiltshire,
our Lacock collection is the ultimate natural limestone floor solution for hardworking homes.
Our Heritage finish, which accurately replicates the marks found on ancient stone floors caused by
traditional quarrying methods and centuries of wear underfoot, makes this the closest thing you
will find to an ancient reclaimed English limestone floor at an affordable price.

Reminiscent of the beautiful limestone flooring found in the
cloisters at Lacock Abbey in Wiltshire. The soft, tactile Natural finish
provides a tough, hardworking surface for all rooms, while the rich
amber tones and deep veining closely replicate British limestones.

Format
50/60 x random x 2cm

Format
60 x random x 1.5cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£114.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£90.00

Sold by
1m2

Interior Natural Stone

Lacock

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Lacock

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

62

Interior Natural Stone

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Lucca
LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

Image: Neptune by Closa

A versatile cool limestone with occasional darker clouding and
light speckled fossils. Lucca offers a calm, practical and refined
finish perfect for contemporary properties.

Format
10 x 30 x 1.5cm
40 x 40 x 1.5cm
40 x 60 x 1.5cm
French pattern x 1.5cm
60 x random x 1.5 cm

63

Lucca Limestone Tumbled

£m2 Inc VAT
£66.00
£84.00
£84.00
£77.00
£85.00

Sold by
1.12m2
1.12m2
1.2m2
Repeat (1.44m2)
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors,
sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

64

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

A cool, chic limestone with a lively, conspicuous pattern which
maintains a grand air. It’s a fine-grained limestone that is perfect
for cutting-edge projects.

Maldon Limestone is a tumbled stone that comes in random flagstone sizes for a unique installation in any project.
Bringing a natural, neutral finish underfoot, this durable stone is ideal for contemporary or classic décors with an
organic veined effect that gives each stone slab a unique finish thanks to its variations in colour and tone.

Format
60 x random x 1.5cm
Dutch pattern x 1.5cm

65

£m2 Inc VAT
£129.00
£129.00

Sold by
1m2
Repeat (3.33m2)

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x random x 1.5cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£66.00

Sold by
1m2

Interior Natural Stone

Maldon

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Lunar

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

66

Interior Natural Stone

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Medieval Bourgogne
LIMESTONE · WEATHERED
This is one for the purists but not for the faint-hearted! It is virtually
indistinguishable from reclaimed stone, with a genuine time-worn look.

Bringing a reclaimed look
and feel into any room,
this stone tells a story.
67

Medieval Bourgogne Limestone Weathered

Format
30/40/50 x random x 2cm
60 x random x 2cm (please enquire for lead times)

£m2 Inc VAT
£195.00
£210.00

Sold by
1m2
1m2

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

68

SLATE · RIVEN

LIMESTONE · DISTRESSED

These natural slate tiles are finely riven with calibrated thickness
and subtle variations in tone for an urban look and feel.

The distressed finish leaves these slabs with a smooth surface and softly
rounded edges. Neranjo is a very hard limestone and is perfect for creating
a sophisticated floor in living areas and kitchens alike.

40 x 60xm

Format
40 x 60 x 1cm
Parquet: 9 x 50 x 1cm

69

Interior Natural Stone

Neranjo

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Metropolitan

Parquet

£m2 Inc VAT
£47.50
£65.00

Sold by
1.2m2
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Decorative tiles also available, see page 179.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x random x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£130.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

70

LIMESTONE · ETCHED

LIMESTONE · HONED

The etched finish has a slight bleaching effect
which gives the stone a more uniform tone and
appearance. It’s a great stone for the ‘inside-out’
concept and swimming-pool surrounds.

With a honed finish that enhances the fossil and
sedimentary markings, Neranjo is reminiscent
of an English stone. It is a very hard stone which
makes it ideal for flooring in busy environments.

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Bull-nose coping: 40 x 100 x 4cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£78.00
£115.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors, sealing required.

71

Neranjo Limestone Etched

Format
40 x 60 x 1.2cm
60 x random x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£73.50
£86.00

Interior Natural Stone

Neranjo

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Neranjo

Sold by
1.2m2
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

72

Interior Natural Stone

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Neranjo
LIMESTONE · SEASONED
These flagstones have a rich, warm colour reminiscent of a West Country farmhouse.
The fossil and sedimentary markings mean it could easily be mistaken for an English
stone. It is also very hard which makes it ideal for flooring.

American Pattern

Format
60 x random x 2cm
American pattern x 2cm

73

£m2 Inc VAT
£95.00
£120.00

Sold by
1m2
Repeat (5.76m2)

Warm up a cool kitchen with
this hardwearing seasoned stone.

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Neranjo Limestone Seasoned

74

Interior Natural Stone

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Neranjo
LIMESTONE · TUMBLED
It’s not entirely rustic, but the lightly tumbled finish – a process which slightly
roughens the edges and ages the stone – gives Neranjo some lovely character
and warmth. It’s a very popular stone that works well in contemporary interiors.

Format
40 x 60 x 1.2cm
French pattern x 1.2cm
60 x random x 2cm

75

Neranjo Limestone Tumbled

£m2 Inc VAT
£71.00
£71.00
£84.00

Sold by
1.2m2
Repeat (1.44m2)
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

76

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED & ETCHED

LIMESTONE · VELVET

Smart but not sharp, these flagstones with rounded edges add character and
warmth to a terrace. The etched surface reduces the risk of slipping, making
it a great pool surround stone as well as indoor and out.

The subtle texture of the velvet finish adds another dimension to this
incredibly popular limestone. The 10 x 30cm tiles enable you to use it
on walls or floors creating herringbone patterns, for example.

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Double pencil coping: 40 x 100 x 4cm

77

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00
£115.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
10 x 30 x 1.3cm
60 x 60 x 1.5cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£89.00
£93.00

Sold by
1.02m2
1.08m2

Interior Natural Stone

Neranjo

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Neranjo

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

78

SANDSTONE · WORN & PATINATED

LIMESTONE · HONED

High-quality reclaimed York sandstone is expensive and hard to find. So take a long, hard look at these
new flagstones. Can you believe it’s not genuine, reclaimed York stone? Stones from different beds are
mixed to mimic the tones and textures of very old slabs and enhanced by the patination coating.

Piccadilly has tones ranging from soft cream to mink, with a medley
of shell and fossil markings – a masterpiece of natural beauty.

Format
60 x random x 2.2cm

79

£m2 Inc VAT
£135.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x 60 x 2cm*
60 x 90 x 2cm*

£m2 Inc VAT
£120.00
£130.00

Sold by
1.08m2
1.08m2

Interior Natural Stone

Piccadilly

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Old Westminster

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
*can vary

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

80

Swanage

Tyrone

SANDSTONE · SEASONED

LIMESTONE · HONED

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

This beautiful sandstone provides the perfect starting
point for any home project. In a beautifully versatile
colour palette you can achieve a rustic look that’s big
on style and substance.

These pale natural flagstones are available in random
sizes and are ideal for a classically styled décor.

Suitable for light use, this pale flagstone flooring
has a 2cm thickness to enhance its durability
and longevity and is ideal for kitchens, hallways,
garden rooms and conservatories.

Rustic in character and rough around the edges, this
extra strong flagstone looks gorgeous in a chic country
kitchen and is perfect for an alfresco dining space.

Format
60 x random x 2.2cm

Format
60 x random x 2cm

Format
60 x random x 2cm

Format
60 x 90 x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, sealing required.

81

£m2 Inc VAT
£99.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£125.00

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Sold by
1m2

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.00

Interior Natural Stone

Swanage

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Salcombe

Sold by
1.08m2

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

82

Zuber

LIMESTONE · SATINO

LIMESTONE · SEMI-HONED

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

This is a strikingly-textured, hard limestone with lively colour tones ranging
from steel grey to putty and plenty of character in the shell markings and veins.
It’s an ideal option for larger spaces which do justice to the stone’s full beauty.

This is an extremely fine and hard limestone with
inky, blue-black colouring that varies beautifully
depending on the light and whether it is dry or wet.

This is a charcoal limestone with a lovely cloudy
undertone. We often mix it with a cream limestone
in a chequerboard pattern, but it makes a very
striking statement on its own.

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Double pencil coping: 40 x 100 x 4cm
Format
9 x 40 x 2cm
60 x random x 2cm

83

£m2 Inc VAT
£120.00
£175.00

Sold by
1m2
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£105.00
£110.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, pool surrounds,
sealing required. Cobble tiles also available, see page 303.

Format
40 x 40 x 1.3cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£90.00

Interior Natural Stone

Wexford

LIMESTONE, SANDSTONE & SLATE

Weltzner

Sold by
1.12m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors,
sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

84

MARBLE · HONED

MARBLE · HONED

Evoke the Art Deco era with this luxurious marble. Amethyst Marble
lives up to its name with striking deep purple veins.

A luxurious marble with a wonderfully sleek appearance that makes it irresistibly tactile. Its colour palette combines
a soft mixture of brown and pink, with delicate undertones of grey and mauve. It is a great stone for modern interiors
that require a subtle injection of colour and warmth. To achieve this look with cabochons, see page 328.

MARBLE

Angora

Interior Natural Stone

Amethyst

Shown with cabochons

Format
40.6 x 61 x 1cm

85

£m2 Inc VAT
£118.00

Sold by
1.24m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
40.6 x 61 x 1cm
61 x 61 x 1cm
61 x 91.4 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£97.50
£105.50
£112.20

Sold by
1.24m2
1.12m2
1.12m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Mesh backed.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

86

MARBLE · HONED

MARBLE · HONED

The Carrara region in Italy is well-known for this iconic marble. Add
a luxe touch to projects thanks to this new addition to our collection.

A highly varied, swirling white-beige marble, use Empress to give rooms a regal uplift.
Create grand entrances or refined bathrooms alike at an affordable price. To achieve
this look with cabochons, see page 328.

MARBLE

Empress

Interior Natural Stone

Carrara Miscela

Shown with cabochons

Format
30.5 x 61 x 1 cm
61 x 61 x 1cm

87

£m2 Inc VAT
£116.00
£148.50

Sold by
1.1m 2
1.1m 2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
61 x 61 x 1.2cm
60 x 90 x 1.5cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£95.00
£120.00

Sold by
1.11m 2
1.08m 2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

88

MARBLE · TUMBLED

MARBLE · HONED

Our Kendal range is a collection of blue-black marble for
walls and floors, which comes in three different formats
to complement all types of interior projects.

A sleek, neutral bone-coloured marble with subtle grey
veins and highlights. Linara is a great stone for modern
interiors and the honed finish makes it wonderfully tactile.

MARBLE

Linara

Interior Natural Stone

Kendal

Teamed with Long Island

Format
7.5 x 30.5 x 1cm
20 x 20 x 1cm
61 x 61 x 1cm

89

£m2 Inc VAT
£80.00
£80.00
£115.00

Sold by
1m2
1m2
1.12m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
40.6 x 61 x 1.3cm
61 x 61 x 1.3cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£89.00
£99.00

Sold by
1.24m2
1.12m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Mesh backed.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

90

MARBLE

Interior Natural Stone

Long Island
MARBLE · HONED
A classic white marble with grey veins. Stylish and chic, this tile is a
luxurious staple in our collection and pairs beautifully with many of
our decorative tiles too.

Long Island Marble Honed Brick

Format
7.5 x 15 x 1cm
10 x 30.5 x 1cm
40.6 x 61 x 1cm

91

£m2 Inc VAT
£75.00
£89.00
£99.00

Sold by
1m2
1.01m2
1.24m2

Format
61 x 61 x 1cm
Dado: 5 x 30.5 x 2.6cm
Skirting: 12.7 x 30.5 x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£110.00
£13.00 each
£16.00 each

Sold by
1.12m2
Piece
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior walls
and floors, sealing required.
Decorative tiles also available,
see page 175.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

A classic material with a luxe look, team our
classic Long Island marble with the shaped tiles
from this collection to add interest.
Long Island Marble Honed

92

MARBLE · TUMBLED

MARBLE · HONED

A classic white marble with grey veining in our tumbled finish. This stone is a beautiful and
durable material that pairs beautifully with our Kendal Marble to create a chequerboard effect.
To achieve this look with cabochons, see page 328.

This wonderfully smooth marble effortlessly combines a variety of warm, neutral
shades including cream, beige and putty, while the occasional grey and coral veining
adds subtle detail. It is extremely hard-wearing and its versatility means it can adapt
to a number of design schemes.

MARBLE

Naturalis

Interior Natural Stone

Long Island

Teamed with Kendal Marble

Format
7.5 x 30.5 x 1cm
20 x 20 x 1cm
40.6 x 61 x 1cm
61 x 61 x 1cm

93

£m2 Inc VAT
£80.00
£80.00
£91.00
£112.00

Sold by
1m2
1m2
1.24m2
1.12m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors,
sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Format
40.6 x 61 x 1.3cm
61 x 61 x 1.3cm

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00
£105.00

Sold by
1.24m2
1.12m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

94

Palladio

Pantheon

MARBLE · HONED

MARBLE · HONED

MARBLE · HONED

MARBLE · HONED

With a cool colour palette, this beautiful marble
is perfect for modern interiors. A compact, high
quality marble, this stone is great for commercial
interiors as well as domestic floors and walls.

With its antique white background and almost
emerald green highlights, this marble oozes luxury.

A luxurious, contemporary marble with a palette of
warm grey tone and plenty of highlights. The honed
finish makes the stone irresistibly tactile; a favoured
modern tile for flooring and walls.

This striking marble adds instant drama to any room.
Asphalt black with subtle white and grey veining projects
real luxury. It can be used as a perfect foil to white marble or
limestone to create an on-trend monochrome room scheme.

Format
40.6 x 61 x 1.2cm
61 x 61 x 1.2cm

Format
40.6 x 61 x 1cm

Format
40.6 x 61 x 1.5cm
61 x 61 x 1.5cm

Format
40.6 x 61 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£95.00
£108.00

Sold by
1.24m2
1.12m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
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£m2 Inc VAT
£199.00

Sold by
1.24m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Decorative tiles also available, see page 182.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£80.00
£99.00

Sold by
1.24m2
1.12m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

£m2 Inc VAT
£140.00

MARBLE

Palazzo

Interior Natural Stone

Nordic

Sold by
1.24m2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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MARBLE · HONED

MARBLE · HONED

This honed pink marble is suitable for interior walls and floors and is available in a selection of our
most iconic tile and mosaic formats as well as complementary skirting and dado. We adore the strong
veining and variations of this stunning natural stone and recommend that it is installed and sealed
by experts for best results.

A beautiful delicate marble with subtle veining.
Perfect for creating a luxe look in a bathroom project.

MARBLE

Zen

Interior Natural Stone

Valentine

Pencil bead
Format
10 x 30 x 1.2cm
40 x 60 x 1.2cm
Dado: 30.5 x 2.6 x 5cm
Skirting: 30.5 x 12.7 x 2cm

97

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00
£98.00
£13.00 each
£16.10 each

Sold by
1.02m2
1.2m 2
Piece
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Dado and Skirting suitable for walls only.
Decorative tiles also available, see page 185.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
15 x 30 x 1cm
30 x 60 x 1cm
Pencil bead: 30.5 x 2 x 1.8cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£125.00
£115.20
£10.00 each

Sold by
1m2
1.08m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Decorative tiles also available, see page 187.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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TERRACOTTA

Interior Natural Stone

Antique Burgundy
TERRACOTTA · RECLAIMED
These 100-year old reclaimed French terracotta tiles just get better
with age. Each batch varies slightly in size and colour, so you know
your finished floor will be absolutely unique.

Format
Approx 15 x 15 x 2.5cm
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Antique Burgundy Terracotta

£m2 Inc VAT
£169.00

Sold by
1.01m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.

Please note: These tiles are supplied in the raw condition they are reclaimed in and
may require intense cleaning with our Deep Clean product before laying or grouting
if you desire a cleaner finish when installed.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Marlborough

TERRACOTTA

TERRACOTTA · HANDMADE

Interior Natural Stone

A versatile product that creates different
looks depending on whether the stone is oiled.

Image: @renovating_the_house

Our traditional terracotta tiles come in hexagon and brick shapes to give this
classic stone a modern twist. Hardwearing and durable, they are ideal for high
traffic areas such as kitchens and hallways.

Hexagon

Picket & Square

Option
Square
Rectangle
Brick
Hexagon
Picket
Parquet
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Brick

Format
20 x 20 x 2cm
30 x 15 x 2cm
24 x 12 x 2cm
15 x 15 x 2cm
10 x 30 x 2cm
7.5 x 30.5 x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£65.00
£65.00
£69.00
£69.00
£69.00
£69.00

Sold by
1m2
1m2
1m2
1m2
1m2
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors.
Supplied unsealed – if you
prefer the lighter tones
pictured, use our Stain Block and Stone Shield. For a
darker red, seal the tiles with our Boiled Linseed oil and
Antique Beeswax.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Marlborough Terracotta Parquet
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TERRACOTTA

Interior Natural Stone

Recycled Pavers
TERRACOTTA · RECLAIMED
An impactful eco-friendly floor that doesn’t hold back on style, Recycled Brick Paver Terracotta is
thoughtfully repurposed from old bricks in Europe. Use to create a rustic, lived in style with tonnes of
character. These tiles are further enhanced by the wide tonal range from deep red to pale yellow, and
the varying surface finish.

Option
Brick
Parquet

103

Reclaimed Antique Terracotta

Format
12.5 x 25 x 2.5cm
6.5 x 25 x 2.5cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£125.00
£135.00

Sold by
1m2
1.01m2

Notes
Suitable for interior floors, sealing required.
Please note there may be variations between batches.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Interior

Porcelain &
Ceramic Tiles
107

Wood Effect

115

Stone & Cement Effect

147

Metal Effect

149

Marble Effect

163

Terrazzo Effect

106

Chateau
PORCELAIN · TEXTURED

WOOD EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

This super-realistic wood-effect porcelain comes in three colour options. The hand-planed
effect adds to its resemblance to real wood for a beautiful, durable and excellent value flooring
product. Perfect for laying on top of underfloor heating and in wet areas.

Maso

Stube

Maso

Format
20 x 90.5 x 1.1cm

107

Chateau Porcelain Chalet

Ciasa

Stube

£m2 Inc VAT
£61.96

Ciasa

Sold by
6 pieces (1.08m 2)

Chalet

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Chatham
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PORCELAIN · MATT
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WOOD EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Y

S

X

These classic wood effect porcelain tiles look equally as stylish in a bathroom as they do
a hallway. Open up a home by laying them throughout the whole ground floor of a project.
Add warmth to any space and make contemporary spaces feel like home.

Walnut

Ash

Natural

Walnut

Format
9.8 x 50 x 1cm
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Oak

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.00

Sold by
16 pieces (0.785m 2)

Natural

Ash

All the beauty of classic wooden flooring,
in a low maintenance porcelain material.

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Chatham Porcelain Oak
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Franklin

PORCELAIN · SATIN

PORCELAIN · SATIN

Inspired by the weathered timber you find by the coast, this collection
of new-generation, super large porcelain planks is something else.

Franklin porcelain is a 120 x 19.5cm wood-effect plank tile that will give interiors a realistic
timber look with natural grains and knots. Ideal for modern or traditional décors as well as
industrial schemes, use it throughout for a seamless floor solution or create zoned areas in
an open-plan space.
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Chesil
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WOOD EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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R

Light

Reisa

Rondane
Dark

Reisa

Format
30 x 180 x 1.2cm
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Rondane

£m2 Inc VAT
£97.00

Sold by
2 pieces (1.08m 2)

Pearl

Dark

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Format
120 x 19.5 x 1cm

@ca_pietra_

Light

£m2 Inc VAT
£42.00

Sold by
4 pieces (0.94m 2)

Pearl

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Give floors character and natural beauty without the
fuss and maintenance of solid timber with our stunning
Rotterdam porcelain tiles. The matt finish design also
comes in a marble style (see page 161).

WOOD EFFECT

U

Y

S

X

R

R

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

PA

CT

These classic, large format wood effect porcelain tiles take the subtle tonal
variance of an aged wooden floor, reinterpreted in a contemporary design.
Perfect for hard-working homes.

ION

LIM

PORCELAIN · MATT

U

WI

L

PORCELAIN · SATIN
X

THE HOUSE C
O

L

LU

OF

LE

RT

LU

In an on-trend basketweave effect,
this wood-look porcelain complements
both classic and contemporary
interiors. The 60cm x 60cm tiles
can be used in all rooms of the home,
providing the perfect finish for
all décors.

Sussex

THE HOUSE C
O

CT

PORCELAIN · SATIN

Rotterdam
Wood

OF

LE

Oxford

RT

Pearl

Tobacco

Leather

Amber

Mid Wood

Oak

Format
60 x 60 x 1cm

Mid Wood

£m2 Inc VAT
£42.00

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9
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Format
9.8 x 52.2 x 0.8cm

Light Wood

£m2 Inc VAT
£77.00

Sold by
10 pieces (0.456m 2) A & B

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Leather

Format
25 x 150 x 1cm

Pearl

£m2 Inc VAT
£60.00

Tobacco

Sold by
4 pieces (1.5m 2)

Amber

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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A wonderfully affordable porcelain, Blenheim forms part of our House
range of stone and wood-effect tiles. Use in your project to produce a seamless
surface from hallway to kitchen.

Smoke

White

Format
60 x 90 x 1cm

115

Smoke

£m2 Inc VAT
£52.50

Beige

Sold by
3 pieces (1.62m 2)

Beige

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10
Exterior paving option also available, see page 306.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Run Blenheim through your
wholedownstairs living space
for a seamless look.
Blenheim Porcelain White
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Brewhouse
PORCELAIN · TEXTURED

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Bring the aged look of terracotta into your home with these durable, low maintenance porcelain
tiles inspired by the brewhouse at Moseley Old Hall. Perfect for rustic farmhouse kitchens as well
as classic bathroom schemes. This porcelain tile collection is perfect for bathrooms with its R11 slip
rating and non-porous finish.

Rectangle & Brick

Rectangle

117

Brick

Square

Image: Simply Bathrooms Ltd Surrey

Brick

Parquet

Option

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

Parquet
Brick
Square
Rectangle

6.5 x 25 x 1cm
11 x 22.5 x 1cm
22.5 x 22.5 x 1cm
22.5 x 45 x 1cm

£69.60
£49.80
£44.40
£44.40

27 pieces (0.44m²)
20 pieces (0.5m²)
20 pieces (1.01m²)
10 pieces (1.01m²)

Suitable for interior and
exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R11, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Brewhouse Porcelain Brick, teamed with Parisian Café Tri Black
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Cotehele
PORCELAIN · MATT
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A versatile porcelain product that takes on a classic or contemporary look
and feel depending on where it is laid, Cotehele is full of character and natural
charm. Available in three classic shades, and either rectangle or opus format.

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Y

S

X

Enhance a classic kitchen design with Bryant, a 60cm x 120cm stone-style
porcelain that brings a natural warmth and beauty to painted timber cabinets
and open-plan living.

Grey Opus Pattern

Beige Opus Pattern

Beige

Format
60 x 120 x 1cm

119

£m2 Inc VAT
£47.50

Sold by
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Grey

Format
60 x 40 x 0.95cm
Opus pattern x 0.95cm

Sand

£m2 Inc VAT
£44.40
£49.92

Sand

Sold by
0.96m 2
Repeat (0.72m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior floors.
Slip rating: R10

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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A porcelain tile, with all the
sedimentary markings found
in natural stone.
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STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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Get the linear look with Greenwich stone-effect porcelain, which comes in 60cm x 120cm.
Ideal for classic or contemporary décors, use in kitchens, dining areas and open-plan living
spaces where its subtle markings will enhance a room’s décor without overpowering it.

Format
60 x 120 x 1cm

121

Greenwich Porcelain

£m2 Inc VAT
£47.50

Sold by
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R9
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STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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A blend of natural stone and terrazzo, Hampshire porcelain provides a
practical, muted backdrop to any space. Available in an array of versatile
shapes and four uncomplicated shades.

Graphite

Option
Bone, Grey, Graphite, Perla
Bone, Grey, Graphite, Perla
Bone, Grey, Perla

Hampshire Porcelain Grey (59.5 x 59.5cm)

(59.5 x 59.5cm)

Perla

(60 x 120cm)

(59.5 x 59.5cm)

Bone

123

Bone

Grey

Format
59.5 x 29.5 x 1cm
59.5 x 59.5 x 1cm
60 x 120 x 1cm

Graphite

£m2 Inc VAT
£33.60
£36.76
£47.50

Sold by
6 pieces (1.05m 2)
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Perla

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior
walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

124

Hampshire Cliff Decor

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

PORCELAIN · MATT

Floor: Hampshire Porcelain Perla. Wall: Porcelain Cliff Decor Bone

Cliff Decor Grey & Perla

Cliff Decor Graphite

Option
Cliff Decor Bone, Cliff Decor Graphite,
Cliff Decor Grey & Perla

125

Format
59.5 x 29.5 x 1cm

Cliff Decor Bone

£m2 Inc VAT
£46.00

Sold by
6 pieces (1.05m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Hampshire Porcelain Grey & Cliff Decor Grey & Perla
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STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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A versatile concrete effect porcelain suitable for modern and traditional décors, Harlow is
available in two sizes – 59.5 x 59.5cm and 60cm x 120cm. Perfect for creating the illusion of
space in a small area or for achieving a classic look in kitchens and hallways.

Gris (59.5 x 59.5cm)

Perla (120 x 60cm)

Gris

Format
59.5 x 59.5 x 0.9cm
120 x 60 x 1cm

127

Harlow Porcelain Beige (59.5 x 59.5cm)

Perla

£m2 Inc VAT
£36.76
£47.50

Beige

Sold by
4 pieces (1.42m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R9

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Isle
PORCELAIN · MATT

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

This wonderful, authentic-looking, high-definition porcelain tile is inspired by
classic English limestone. The collection is perfect for floors and walls in both
classic and modern interiors.

Sabbia

Pietra

Format
30 x 60 x 1cm
60 x 60 x 1cm
60 x 90 x 1cm

129

Crema

Crema

£m2 Inc VAT
£49.50
£52.50
£72.00

Perla

Sold by
6 pieces (1.08m 2)
3 pieces (1.08m 2)
2 pieces (1.08m 2)

Sabbia

Pietra
Perla

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Isle Porcelain Pietra
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Jurassic
PORCELAIN · TEXTURED

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

This is a great alternative to the famous French Barr limestone, which is practically impossible to
find in affordable reclaimed form nowadays. Available in a flagstone format, Jurassic has a really
authentic, highly-varied pattern, which works really well in bigger spaces.

Avorio

131

The perfect alternative to
French Barr limestone,
for a fraction of the price.

Avorio

Format
60.4 x 90.6 x 1cm

Jurassic Porcelain Grigio

Grigio

£m2 Inc VAT
£75.00

Sold by
3 pieces (1.64m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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With the look and feel of natural limestone, this porcelain tile is durable and
hardwearing as well as warm underfoot. Perfect for enhancing both classic
and contemporary schemes.

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Y

S

X

A stunning matt, textured finish concrete-effect porcelain, Louvre creates a uniform
effect throughout. Its cloudy palette has the look and tactile feel of a natural material,
ideal for achieving a high-spec interior on a budget.

Beige

Perla
Grey

Perla

Blanc

Blanc

Beige
Format
80 x 80 x 1cm
120 x 60 x 1cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£52.50
£52.50

Sold by
2 pieces (1.28m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60.4 x 90.6 x 1cm

Grey

£m2 Inc VAT
£71.93

Ivory

Sold by
3 pieces (1.64m 2)

Ivory

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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PORCELAIN · SATIN
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With something for every interiors project, our Pebble porcelain collection comes in three colours and
one large format 60.4cm x 90.6cm size. With the look and feel of tumbled limestone, this porcelain tile is
durable and hardwearing. Perfect for enhancing both classic and contemporary schemes, Pebble can help
to create a feeling of light and space as well as bringing warmth to a scheme thanks to its golden tones.

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Y

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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Perfect for achieving a seamless finish in any interior, Minetta porcelain has a creamy limestone
feel and a large format 60cm x 120cm design that can make a smaller area feel instantly more
spacious. The perfect floor covering for kitchens, dining areas and open-plan schemes, its warm
tones will anchor neutral furnishings.

Greige

Grigio

Grigio

Format
60 x 120 x 1cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£47.26

Sold by
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60.4 x 90.6 x 1cm

Greige

£m2 Inc VAT
£72.97

Rosato

Sold by
3 pieces (1.64m 2)

Rosato

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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A timeless replication of limestone floors typically found in a French chateaux; Pierre
imitates the signs of authentic wearing over the years. The undulated edges and high
tonal variance reinforce the natural, reclaimed effect.

Gris

Format
90 x 60 x 1cm

137

Gris

£m2 Inc VAT
£55.00

Sold by
2 pieces (1.08m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10
Exterior paving option also available, see page 307.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Pierre Porcelain Beige
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Provence
PORCELAIN · MATT

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

These tiles are splendidly alluring, offering an authentic reproduction of ancient stone. Replicating slight
undulations found in French antique flagstones, these tiles reflect the idea of the passage of time leaving its
mark. This time-worn look brings warmth and charm to the stone-effect porcelain, which is perfect for modern
and traditional settings. The tile collection is available in three sizes, offering a variety of laying solutions.

Talco

Cenere

Format
30.2 x 60.4 x 1cm
60.4 x 60.4 x 1cm
60.4 x 90.6 x 1cm

139

Provence Porcelain Cenere

Talco

£m2 Inc VAT
£56.70
£65.10
£72.97

Sold by
6 pieces (1.09m 2)
4 pieces (1.46m 2)
3 pieces (1.64m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10
Exterior paving option also available, see page 308.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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With the look and feel of natural stone, our Rhine collection forms part of the
House range of affordable porcelain. The large format tiles are also perfect for
making smaller spaces feel instantly larger and more spacious.

Taupe

Blanc

Taupe

Format
90 x 90 x 1cm
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Perla

Gris

£m2 Inc VAT
£51.50

Blanc

Sold by
2 pieces (1.62m 2)

Gris

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Rhine Porcelain Perla, teamed with Marble Luxe Porcelain Smeraldo
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This collection of ceramic tiles is a great option for walls in kitchens, bathrooms and
wet rooms with its sophisticated satin finish. The Riverside palette is cool and calm
in varying tones of grey.
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Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles
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A large format 60cm x 120cm porcelain tile, Riverside is a stone-effect design
with a strong limestone look and subtle veining. It’s ideal for giving kitchens
and open-plan spaces a smooth, seamless floor finish and can be used to
connect zoned areas for cooking, dining, relaxing and entertaining.

Perla
Perla & Linear Perla

Perla

Format
60 x 120 x 1cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£47.50

Perla

Gris

Gris

Sold by
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Option
Perla, Gris
Linear Perla, Linear Gris

Gris

Format
90 x 30 x 1cm
90 x 30 x 1cm

Linear Perla

£m2 Inc VAT
£42.00
£47.26

Sold by
4 pieces (1.08m 2)
4 pieces (1.08m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Linear Gris

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
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Sherborne
PORCELAIN · MATT

STONE & CEMENT EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

A super high-definition porcelain perfectly replicating British stone, this tile
can complement traditional or contemporary interiors. Available in three
natural, understated tones, for calming and impactful interiors.

Moss

Light

Format
90 x 90 x 1cm
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Moss

£m2 Inc VAT
£70.00

Grey

Sold by
2 pieces (1.62m 2)

Light

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Create a calming space with
the neutral palette of Sherborne.
Sherborne Porcelain Grey
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Chemistry
PORCELAIN · MATT OR SATIN

Image: Ripples Bathrooms

METAL EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

In keeping with the ongoing trend for all things industrial, our porcelain Chemistry tile
collection oozes urban chic. In a choice of Verdigris, Reef and Denim the tiles are suitable for
floors and walls and are ideal for busy areas such as kitchens and bathrooms. Low maintenance
and extremely durable, they are also easy to clean and are compatible with underfloor heating.
The large format design is also great for creating a feeling of space in a smaller room.

Reef

Reef

Option
Reef
Verdigris
Denim, Verdigris
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Denim

Finish
Matt
Satin
Satin

NEW

Verdigris

Format
60 x 60 x 1cm
60 x 60 x 0.9cm
80 x 80 x 0.9cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£78.00
£78.00
£85.00

Verdigris

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.28m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating for matt finish: R10
Slip rating for satin finish: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Chemistry Porcelain Denim
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California
PORCELAIN · POLISHED

MARBLE EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Emulating the deep luxe of real onyx, our California porcelain will bring
high-end luxury into any home, in three beautiful high-gloss tones.

Jade

Beige

Format
60 x 120 x 1cm
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California Porcelain Beige

Jade

£m2 Inc VAT
£65.00

Pearl

Sold by
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Pearl

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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THE HOUSE C
O

PA

THE HOUSE C
O

WI

M
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L
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ION
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CT

CT

PORCELAIN · SATIN

Chelsea Wall

RT

LE

L

PA

OF

LE

Chelsea

RT

CERAMIC · SATIN
LU
X

IT

M
THOUT LI

Bring the natural feel of marble or textured stone into your scheme with our Chelsea
ceramic tile for walls in a satin finish. As part of our House collection, the designs are
contemporary in style with an affordable price tag suitable for any budget.

Y

IT

MARBLE EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

WI

R

U

U

Y

S

X

R

S

LU

Get the natural marble look for less with Chelsea, a 59.5cm x 59.5cm or 60cm x 120cm
porcelain tile that simple oozes luxury. A crisp white surface with delicate grey
veining, this design is perfect for giving contemporary spaces an on-trend finish.

Diamond Decor

Chelsea 60 x 120cm teamed with Chic Ceramic

Format
59.5 x 59.5 x 0.9cm
60 x 120 x 1cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£36.76
£47.50

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Diamond Decor

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Option
Base Tile
Diamond Decor, Linear Decor

Linear Decor

Linear Decor

Format
90 x 30 x 1cm
90 x 30 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£42.00
£47.26

Base Tile

Sold by
4 pieces (1.08m 2)
4 pieces (1.08m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
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Manhattan

PORCELAIN · SATIN

PORCELAIN · GLOSS

A warm-toned marble effect tile, Holland Park reflects the opulence and timeless
design of London townhouses. Available in three formats including a super-large
75cm x 150cm tile, Holland Park is versatile enough for use in bathrooms, kitchens
and reception rooms alike.

A glazed marble-effect porcelain tile, Manhattan looks striking in kitchens
and bathrooms, with its rich veining detail and glossy surface.

OF

THE HOUSE C
O

WI

M
THOUT LI

L

CT

PA

LE

Holland Park

RT

ION

LU
IT

MARBLE EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

U

Y

S

X

R

Carrara

Rosa

Rosa
Format
60 x 60 x 1cm
60 x 120 x 1cm
75 x 150 x 1cm

153

£m2 Inc VAT
£40.00
£50.00
£60.00

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)
1 piece (1.13m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x 60 x 0.9cm

Marquina

£m2 Inc VAT
£42.00

Carrara

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)

Marquina

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9
Non-rectified.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Marble Luxe
PORCELAIN · POLISHED

MARBLE EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

A large format porcelain tile, Marble Luxe gives any room a luxurious
look with its rich veined patterns and choice of high-impact colours.

Noir

Smeraldo

Palissandro Blue

Iceberg

Azzurro

Format
60 x 120 x 1cm

155

Bellissimo

NEW

£m2 Inc VAT
£78.50

Noir

Iceberg

Sold by
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Smeraldo

Laurant

Palissandro Blue

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Marble Luxe Porcelain Bellissimo
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Marbleous Epic
PORCELAIN · POLISHED

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Indulge in the luxe look of marble with our new Marbleous Porcelain extra large slab.
With multiple design options and a versatile height this extra large slab would make
the perfect design choice in showers or as a feature wall behind a freestanding bath.

A

B

B

A

Format
120 x 260 x 0.6cm

B

B

£m2 Inc VAT
£202.12

A

B

B

A

B

A

A

B

MARBLE EFFECT

Layout Options

A

A

Sold by
3.12m 2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Enquire for availability.*
Please allow for small tolerences when lining two of these slabs together.
*Only available for delivery to customers in England and Wales.
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Marbleous Epic Porcelain

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Muscat Wall

PORCELAIN · SATIN

CERAMIC · SATIN

Our Muscat collection is a luxurious marble-effect porcelain with intricate rich
veining running throughout. Add a touch of luxe to en-suite bathrooms by laying this
tile across walls and floors, or run through your hallway to really create an entrance.

Bring the luxurious look of marble into your home with our gorgeous Muscat
ceramic wall tiles with a rich vein pattern running throughout. Mix the base
and décor tiles together to create added interest and depth to a space.

MARBLE EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Muscat

NEW

Hexagon

60 x 120 x 1cm

Hexagon

NEW

59.5 x 59.5 x 0.9cm
Base Tile

Format
59.5 x 59.5 x 1cm
60 x 120 x 1cm
Hexagon: 20 x 24 x 0.8cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£36.76
£47.50
£49.00

Sold by
4 pieces (1.05m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)
25 pieces (0.91m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Option
Base Tile
Song Décor

Song Décor

Format
90 x 30 x 1cm
90 x 30 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£42.00
£47.50

Sold by
4 pieces (1.08m 2)
4 pieces (1.08m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
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PORCELAIN · POLISHED

Tribeca

PORCELAIN · MATT

Tribeca porcelain, a beautiful copy of a classic Italian marble, comes in three
timeless shades, and three versatile formats. Create a seamless look with minimal
grout lines by using the super-large 75cm x 150cm tile.

PORCELAIN · SATIN

A grey-veined white marble-look porcelain in an elegant
chevron shape, use Rotterdam to create the luxury look.

MARBLE EFFECT

Reminiscent of the deep, rich greens of
jungle plants, use our Rainforest porcelain
to evoke a sense of calm and reflection,
whilst creating a stunning look.

Rotterdam
Calacatta

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Rainforest

Amazon

Anthracite
Guatemala

Amazon

Format
60 x 120 x 1cm

Guatemala

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.00

Sold by
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9
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Perla
Format
9.8 x 52.2 x 0.8cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£77.00

Sold by
10 pieces (0.456m 2) A & B

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x 60 x 1cm
60 x 120 x 1cm
75 x 150 x 1cm

Blanco

£m2 Inc VAT
£40.00
£50.00
£60.00

Anthracite

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)
1 piece (1.13m 2)

Perla (wall) & Blanco (floor)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R9

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Piazza
PORCELAIN · MATT

TERRAZZO EFFECT

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Our Piazza Porcelain tiles are a contemporary take on real terrazzo and comes in four
colourful options. The vivid speckles pick up light beautifully, making them perfect as
a feature floor or wall.

Geo Antricita

Geo Gris

Geo Pearl

Geo Graphite

Geo Gris

Option
Geo Pearl
Geo Pearl, Geo Graphite, Geo Gris, Geo Antricita
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Piazza Porcelain Geo Pearl

(60 x 60cm)

Geo Antricita

Format
60 x 60 x 0.9cm
80 x 80 x 1.1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£49.50
£76.99

Geo Graphite

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.28m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior and
exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10
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Venice

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · MATT

Combining the terrazzo trend with our love for hexagon designs, Pisa is
a supremely stylish range of wall and floor tiles in a striking colour palette
guaranteed to add instant impact.

This versatile porcelain has been designed to replicate Venetian Terrazzo tiles.
The pretty colour palette adds a contemporary twist to a traditional design and
the decorative criss-cross pattern suits modern and period interiors alike.

Blue Crisscross

TERRAZZO EFFECT

Rose Field

Interior Porcelain & Ceramic Tiles

Pisa

Teal

Grey

Earth

Format
36.8 x 32 x 1cm

165

Grey

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.94

Teal

Sold by
11 pieces (0.99m 2)

Rose Field

Earth

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Option
Field
Crisscross

Blue Field

Format
30 x 30 x 1cm
30 x 30 x 1cm

Rose Crisscross

£m2 Inc VAT
£65.00
£69.00

Blue Crisscross

Sold by
11 pieces (1m 2)
11 pieces (1m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Interior

Decorative
Stone & Tiles
169

Natural Stone

189

Patterned Porcelain
& Ceramic

243

Glazed & Mirror

168

Florence

Istanbul

LIMESTONE MOSAIC · HONED

MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

Creating immediate visual impact, our Silver Blue Limestone Scallop and
Leaf mosaics are works of art in their own right thanks to natural sedimentary
markings, ideal for kitchens and bathrooms.

These refined mosaic patterns are great value for a highquality marble that will instantly upgrade your room to
First Class. The marble’s natural tonal variations ensure
a unique, retro artwork and instant, Hollywood style.

These refined, decorative mosaic patterns are great
value for a really high-quality marble. There are
natural variations of tone and colour inherent in
the marble that come assembled on a mesh sheet.

Format
16.2 x 18.5 x 1cm

NATURAL STONE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Image: Simply Bathrooms Ltd Surrey

Image: Ripples Bathrooms

Baobab Silver Blue

Scallop

169

Leaf

Option

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

Format
26.7 x 31 x 1cm

Scallop
Leaf

27.5 x 29 x 1cm
32.8 x 38 x 1cm

£339.93
£439.96

12.54
11

Sheet
Sheet

Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Complementary tiles also available, see page 36.

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£350.06

Sheets / m2
12

Sold by
Sheet

£m2 Inc VAT
£364.90

Sheets / m2
42

Sold by
Sheet

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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London

MARBLE · TUMBLED

MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

Our Kendal range is a collection of blue-black marble for walls and
floors, which comes in three different formats to complement all types
of interior projects.

These refined decorative mosaics are great value for high-quality marble, with
subtle natural variations enhancing the geometric design. These are supplied
pre-assembled on a sheet for easy installing and instant glamour.

NATURAL STONE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Kendal

7.5 x 30.5cm, teamed with
Long Island Marble & Plume Raven

Format
7.5 x 30.5 x 1cm
20 x 20 x 1cm

171

£m2 Inc VAT
£80.00
£80.00

20 x 20cm

Sold by
1m 2
1m 2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

31.5 x 45 x 1cm

£295.01

11.2

Sold per sheet

Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Long Island
MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

A classic white marble with grey veining. This beautiful material comes
in an array of wonderful formats, shapes and sizes to transform homes.

173

Long Island Marble Small Hexagon Mosaic

Herringbone Mosaic

Small Hexagon Mosaic

Scallop Mosaic

Teardrop Mosaic

Wicker Mosaic

Large Hexagon Mosaic

Option

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Note

Scallop Mosaic
Herringbone Mosaic
Small Hexagon Mosaic
Large Hexagon Mosaic
Wicker Mosaic
Teardrop Mosaic

27 x 27 x 1cm
33 x 34 x 1cm
30.5 x 26 x 1cm
22.5 x 37 x 1cm
28.6 x 28.6 x 1cm
30.6 x 31.9 x 1cm

£294.98
£149.04
£165.02
£220.08
£180.00
£265.05

13.7
10.8
12.4
17.5
12
12.6

Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet
Sheet

Suitable for interior walls
and floors, sealing required.
Larger format tiles also available,
see page 91.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

NATURAL STONE

NEW

174

Long Island

NATURAL STONE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

MARBLE · HONED

Metro

Option
Square
Metro
Brick
Dado
Skirting

175

Format
10 x 10 x 1cm
7.5 x 15 x 1cm
10 x 30.5 x 1cm
5 x 30.5 x 2.6cm
12.7 x 30.5 x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£75.00
£75.00
£89.00
£13.00 each
£16.00 each

Sold by
1m 2
1m 2
1m 2
Piece
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Skirting and Dado suitable for interior walls only.
Larger format tiles also available, see page 91.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Long Island Marble Dado

176

Lotus Penny

Lucca

MARBLE · TUMBLED

MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

A classic white marble with grey veining at a very
affordable price for such a durable, beautiful material.

These mesh backed marble tesserae mosaics are handassembled to the most beautiful effect and look perfect
popped behind a cloakroom basin. Team with industrial
features to bring out the colour in the marble.

Grey tones are right on trend and this tumbled
limestone will lend a very contemporary look to
your floor or wall covering.

Format
27 x 29 x 1cm

Format
10 x 30 x 1.5cm

NATURAL STONE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Long Island

Format
7.5 x 30.5 x 1cm
20 x 20 x 1cm

177

£m2 Inc VAT
£80.00
£80.00

Sold by
1m 2
1m 2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£444.98

Sheets / m2
12.77

Sold by
Sheet

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

£m2 Inc VAT
£66.00

Sold by
1.02m 2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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These natural slate tiles are finely riven with calibrated thickness
and subtle variations in tone for an urban look and feel.

NATURAL STONE

SLATE · RIVEN

Classy yet modern and
perfect for monochrom e styled
contemporary interiors.

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Metropolitan

Metro

Chevron

Option
Metro
Chevron
Hexagon
Parquet

179

Hexagon

Format
4 x 15 x 1cm
5 x 30 x 1cm
21.5 x 25 x 1cm
9 x 50 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£93.49
£75.00
£69.00
£65.00

Sold by
1m 2
1m 2
1.02m 2
1.04m 2

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors,
sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Metropolitan Slate Parquet

180

New York

Palazzo

MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

MARBLE MOSAIC · POLISHED

Our Milan mosaics evoke the bold optimism of the Art Deco era, thanks to its striking
herringbone pattern and bold colours. Pop behind a basin or add a luxe feel to an en-suite
by laying it on the floor of your shower.

These refined 3D-illusion mosaics (pre-assembled by
hand on a mesh sheet) will instantly upgrade your room.
The bold pattern gives any space a unique retro look.

With its antique white background, and almost emerald
green highlights, this marble oozes luxury at a reasonable
cost. The picket mosaic is perfect for adding pattern to
a design scheme and the slender, herringbone mosaic is
perfect for creating a contemporary look.

NATURAL STONE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Milan

Picket

Bronze

Herringbone
Amazon

181

Silver
Format
31.5 x 45 x 1cm

Option

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

Amazon
Bronze
Silver

28.5 x 30.5 x 1cm
28.5 x 30.5 x 1cm
28.5 x 30.5 x 1cm

£309.95
£284.97
£264.96

11.5
11.5
11.5

Sheet
Sheet
Sheet

Suitable for interior walls and floors,
sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£295.01

Sheets / m2
11.2

Sold by
Sheet

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Option
Format
Picket
30.3 x 34 x 1cm
Herringbone 31.5 x 43 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£309.95
£250.05

Sheets / m2 Sold by
11.5
Sheet
11.3
Sheet

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Tokyo

MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

Inspired by the inherent beauty of nature and the feathery plumage of birds, our
Plume mosaic marble collection is available in two definitive colours – Flamingo
and Raven – and presented on a sheet backing for ease of application.

Our Tokyo mosaic beautifully displays the natural variance of marble, with bronze and
white striations accentuating each other perfectly. These come pre-assembled by hand
on a sheet for easy installation.

NATURAL STONE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Plume

Raven

Format
30.3 x 35 x 1cm

183

Flamingo

£m2 Inc VAT
£395.04

Sheets / m2
10

Sold by
Sheet

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
30.5 x 30.5 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£324.95

Sheets / m2
10.75

Sold by
Sold per sheet

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Weltzner

MARBLE · HONED

LIMESTONE · SATINO

This honed pink marble is suitable for interior walls and floors and is available in a selection
of our most iconic tile and mosaic formats as well as complementary skirting and dado.
We adore the strong veining and variations of this stunning natural stone and recommend
that it is installed and sealed by experts for best results.

This is a strikingly-textured, hard limestone with lively colour tones ranging from steel
grey to putty and plenty of character in the shell markings and veins. Especially beautiful
when laid in a herringbone pattern.

NATURAL STONE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Valentine

Herringbone Mosaic

185

Format
10 x 30 x 1.2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00

Tiles / sheets / m2
33.3

Sold by
1.02m 2

40 x 60 x 1.2cm

£98.00

4.16

1.2m 2

Herringbone Mosaic: 30.5 x 30.5 x 1cm

£143.21m 2

10.8

Sheet

Hexagon Mosaic: 30.5 x 27.8 x 1cm

£162.79m 2

12.4

Sheet

Notes
Suitable for interior walls
and floors, sealing required.
Dado and skirting tiles also
available, see pages 97 & 327.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
9 x 40 x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£120.00

Sold by
1m 2

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing required.
Complementary tiles available, see page 83.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Zen
MARBLE MOSAIC · HONED

NATURAL STONE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Combine classic and contemporary design in one with our
delicate Zen Marble Mosaics with their natural stone finish.

Grand Basket Weave

187

Leaf

Option

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

Scallop
Grand Basket Weave
Leaf

27.5 x 29 x 1cm
32.5 x 32.5 x 1cm
32.8 x 38 x 1cm

£339.93
£225.06
£439.96

12.54
11
11

Sheet
Sheet
Sheet

Suitable for interior walls and floors, sealing
required. Complementary tiles and stone
accessories also available, see pages 98 and 327.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Zen Marble Scallop Mosaic

188

Alfriston Clergy
CERAMIC · SATIN/GLOSS
Timeless, elegant and influenced by the stunning National Trust property, Alfriston Clergy
House, the first built property in the care of the National Trust and bought for £10 in 1896.

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Perfect for bringing a sense of the outside in, this wallpaper-style tile collection is ideal for
feature walls and splashbacks. The collection combines a satin base with a gloss screen print,
creating a lovely tactile finish.

Gull

Shallow Water

Gull

Format
33.3 x 55 x 1cm

189

Alfriston Clergy Ceramic Sea Kale

Sea Kale

£m2 Inc VAT
£78.00

Sold by
5 pieces (0.92m 2)

Shallow Water

Notes
Suitable for interior walls. Non-rectified.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Architectural
Elements

Red House, Wimpole Hall & Arlington Court
CERAMIC · MATT
A ceramic wall tile range within our National
Trust Architectural Elements collection.
Taking its cue from the wallpaper-lined rooms
at Arlington Court in Devon, this ceramic wall
tile of the same name evokes a sense of its
Regency past.

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Wimpole Hall is inspired by a pattern found on
wallpaper in the Lord Chancellor’s bedroom at
Wimpole Estate.
Red House is influenced by the ceiling of the
studio at Red House in Kent. The ceiling was
believed to have been originally designed by
British textile designer William Morris.
Wimpole Hall

Red House

Wimpole Hall

Arlington Court

Option
Wimpole Hall, Arlington Court, Red House
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Red House Ceramic

Arlington Court

Format
28 x 70 x 0.8cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£54.00

Sold by
7 pieces (1.37 m2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
Non-rectified.
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Architectural Elements

Architectural Elements

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · MATT

Melange porcelain takes the clean lines of National Trust architecture and gives it
a contemporary edge. The random patterns within each pack allow for a unique layout.

Moseley is directly inspired by Moseley Old Hall’s Tudor Knot Garden and features a striking
repeat pattern. Llanerchaeron is inspired by the incredibly detailed 18th-century wooden
wall panelling in the villa at Llanerchaeron.

Moseley & Llanerchaeron

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Melange

Melange

Moseley Stone

Shadow White
Field Tile
Melange: tiles come in a random mix

Option
Melange
Shadow White Field
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Format
21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm
21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm

Melange

Sold Separately

£m2 Inc VAT
£59.60
£59.60

Sold by
24 pieces (0.95m 2)
24 pieces (0.95m 2)

Moseley Moss

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Llanerchaeron

Moseley Stone

Option
Moseley: Moss, Laurel, Stone
Llanerchaeron

Moseley Laurel

Format
20 x 20 x 0.8cm
20 x 20 x 0.8cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£54.00
£54.00

Llanerchaeron

Sold by
25 pieces (1m2)
25 pieces (1m2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Atlas
PORCELAIN · MATT

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

With its decorative starburst design, Atlas is a porcelain tile that can be used indoors or out, to
create a statement look underfoot. It’s perfect for kitchens, bathrooms, hallways and porches and can
be used to enhance a Victorian or period property with its heritage look and feel. Use in an otherwise
neutral scheme to make instant impact or as a contrasting element in a colourful interior.

Soft Grey
All Black

Green

All Black

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm
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Atlas Porcelain Blue

Blue

Green

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Denim

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Soft Grey

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Stella

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Rivoli

X

Ideal for kitchen and bathroom floors, Avenue is a highly decorative tile that
has a Victorian feel perfect for period homes. We love that this tile can also be
used outside.

Zagora

Format
25 x 25 x 1cm
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Stella

£m2 Inc VAT
£41.86

Rivoli

Hugo

Sold by
18 pieces (1.125m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Avenue Porcelain Zagora
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Brick Lane
PORCELAIN · MATT
Perfect for blurring the boundaries between inside and out, our Brick Lane abstract
collection creates instant impact underfoot and works wonderfully on walls too.

Wentworth Street

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Buxton Street

Buxton Street
Format
20 x 20 x 1cm
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Brick Lane Porcelain Monthope Street

Fashion Street
£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Hanbury Street
Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Monthope Street

Princelet Street

Wentworth Street

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Brompton
PORCELAIN · MATT

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Our Brompton porcelain range will add period charm and glamour to your home. Use for patios,
paths or bring the Victorian look into your home by laying it in hallways, kitchens, conservatories
and bathrooms. It is ideal for high traffic areas thanks to its durable porcelain design.

Borough
Underground
Kew

Borough

Underground Clarence

Kew

Haze

Liquorice

Milk

Option
Plain Field
Patterned
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Cherry

Format
20 x 20 x 0.9cm
20 x 20 x 0.9cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£65.10
£71.40

Kensington

Sold by
13 pieces (0.52m2)
13 pieces (0.52m2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Brompton Porcelain Kensington
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Butler

EMBOSSED CERAMIC · TEXTURED

PORCELAIN · MATT

Tin tiles were invented in America to create ceilings that mimicked homes of European aristocrats.
Sheets of tin were hammered out in cast iron moulds and the finished product was painted to give the
appearance of hand-carved plaster. Our reproduction tiles are not recommended for the ceiling but
do make stunning wall and floor surfaces for the instant vintage look.

A look favoured since ancient times, monochrome floors are trending once again. Use Butler to
recreate the chequerboard look with its striking marble graphic. The crisp white Calacatta and
opulent dark Marquina tiles work well on their own too.

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Brooklyn

Painted

Format
33.3 x 33.3 x 1cm
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Pewter

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.00

Sold by
10 pieces (1.09m 2)

Marquina

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Format
20 x 20 x 0.8cm

@ca_pietra_

Calacatta & Marquina

Calacatta

£m2 Inc VAT
£49.50

Sold by
25 pieces (1m 2)

Image: @renovating_the_house

Calacatta

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

A collection of our most eclectic bespoke design porcelains, Cabana pays homage to the vivid
patterned tiles found in traditional Caribbean buildings. Use these to bring the sunshine inside,
or introduce a burst of colour to your garden. Available Autumn 2021.

Aruba

Aruba

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm
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Cabana Porcelain Havana

Havana

£m2 Inc VAT
£84.90

Algarve

Sold by
15 pieces
(0.6m 2)

Algarve

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet
This collection was formerly encaustic but is now only available in porcelain.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Cheltenham
PORCELAIN · MATT
Comprising six porcelain tile designs bursting with intricate pattern, this traditional-style collection
is ideal for walls and floors. It’s the perfect choice for period properties and classic interiors, and works
wonderfully as flooring in the bathroom with a slipper or roll-top bath.

Whaddon

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Lynworth

Brockhampton

Format
20 x 20 x 0.8cm
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Cheltenham Porcelain Brockhampton

Lansdown

£m2 Inc VAT
£49.50

Lynworth

Sold by
25 pieces (1m 2)

Prestbury

Whaddon

Pittville

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Cuba Wall

PORCELAIN · TEXTURED

CERAMIC · SATIN

Cuba is a new collection with a beautiful handmade effect for that artisanal feel.
The 20cm x 20cm porcelain can be used on walls and floors both inside and out.

These 15cm x 15cm ceramic Cuba tiles are suitable for interior walls. When laid
this collection has a beautiful tactile nature that looks extremely premium.

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Cuba

Alba

Marla

Como, Mint Green Field & Pearl Grey Field
Iberia

Cauti
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Marla

Como

Iberia

Indigo Field

Mint Green Field

Pearl Grey Field

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£59.10

Sold by
25 pieces (1m 2)

Infantas

Alba

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
15
xx x 15 x 1cm

Cauti

Gacela

£m2 Inc VAT £m2 Inc VAT
Sold by
£49.10
44 pieces (1m 2)
£xx

Gacela

Notes
Notes
xxxx for interior walls.
Suitable

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Floris has a Victorian charm that is perfect for period properties.
It comes in two shades - a blush rose, or a strong denim blue.
Available Autumn 2021.

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Denim

Rose

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm
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Denim

£m2 Inc VAT
£84.90

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet
This collection was formerly encaustic but is now only available in porcelain.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Floris Porcelain Rose (floor) teamed with Long Island Marble 10 x 30cm (wall)
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Glendurgan
CERAMIC · MATT

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Muted in colour and delicate in brush strokes, the Glendurgan collection is a fitting
homage to the exotic ferns, plants and flowers that can be found at Glendurgan Garden
near Falmouth in Cornwall.

Fern Olive

Wild Flower

Fern
Warm Grey

Fern
Olive

Option
Patterned tiles
Portland White Field
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Glendurgan Ceramic Exotic Grey & Olive

Exotic
Warm Grey

Format
28 x 70 x 0.8cm
28 x 70 x 0.8cm

Exotic
Grey & Olive

£m2 Inc VAT
£54.00
£46.80

Wild Flower

Portland
White Field

Sold by
7 pieces (1.37m 2)
7 pieces (1.37m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Exotic Warm Grey

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
Non-rectified.
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PORCELAIN · MATT
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We are designers of
the original and iconic
Lily Pad tile.
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PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Designed by Ca' Pietra, this iconic design offers staple interior colours, suitable for
any kitchen, bathroom or living space. The tiles are machine-made and need little
maintenance, making them ideal for wall installation.

Bubblegum

Admiral

Off Black

Bubblegum

Format
20 x 23 x 0.8cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£72.72

Cloud

Custard

Eucalyptus

Off Black

Pistachio

Peacock

New Leaf

Plaster

Sold by
10 pieces

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet.

(0.33m2)

Please expect minor imperfections from the printing process during manufacturing. This is due
to the strong colours of the tiles.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Lily Pad Porcelain Peacock
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PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

These 20cm x 20cm square porcelain tiles feature a decorative star print and
are available in six on-trend colours including Denim and Khaki. You can
use them both inside and out, on walls and floors, and we love the unrefined
edges, which give the tiles a handmade encaustic feel.

Coral
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Graphite

Denim

Coral

Format
20 x 20 x 0.8cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£48.90

Graphite

Sold by
25 pieces (1m2)

Lagoon

Lead

Khaki

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Memphis Porcelain Denim
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Modella
PORCELAIN · SATIN
Our Modella satin-finish porcelain terrazzo comes in neat 20cm x 20cm tiles in styles ranging
from Victorian era prints to floral bursts and striking graphic designs. Suitable for walls and floors,
use it to make a statement in kitchens and bathrooms and choose from vibrant pops of colour,
muted pastels or deep, dark tones.
Taralli

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Budini

Guba

Amaretti

Format
20 x 20 x 0.8cm
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Modella Porcelain Amaretti

Budini

£m2 Inc VAT
£71.70

Taralli

Sold by
25 pieces (1m2)

Guba

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Mono Hex
PORCELAIN MOSAIC · SATIN

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Keeping it compact, these Mono Hex tiles are small and sweet with
a mosaic design that can add a luxe look to kitchens and bathrooms.

Noir
Blanc

NEW

Daisy Pink

Blanc
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Mono Hex Porcelain Mosaic Daisy

Noir

Daisy

Daisy Pink

NEW

Option

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

Blanc & Noir
Daisy
Daisy Pink

26 x 30 x 0.6cm
26 x 30 x 0.6cm
26 x 30 x 0.6cm

£99.07
£125.07
£155.07

12.82
12.82
12.82

Sheet
Sheet
Sheet

Suitable for interior walls
and floors. Slip rating: R9

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Image courtesy of Amazing Productions

Moroccan Impressions
PORCELAIN · SATIN
These patterns are printed and fired onto a glazed porcelain tile base.
At 1cm thick they are perfect for both floors and walls.

Monastery

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Arte

Amina Green

Amina Green Arte
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Ducados

Joya Green

Monastery

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

25 x 25 x 1cm

£53.95

16 pieces (1m 2)

Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Moroccan Impressions Porcelain Joya Green
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PORCELAIN · SATIN

PORCELAIN · MATT
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Our Neapolitan porcelain tile offers a distinctive stripe design with a contrasting white stripe offset against
mouthwatering pastel shades. This hard wearing tile is suitable for all interior projects, as it can be laid in a variety
of visually interesting formations to create a traditional or contemporary look. Suggested patterns include the
effects of vertical, horizontal or diagonal stripes as well as more intricate layouts, which are ideal for creating
feature walls and splashbacks. The zigzag herringbone layout is particularly striking.
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Our Nova collection of porcelain tiles is Instagram-ready thanks to its eye-catching hexagonal
shape, vibrant colour palette and flexible application that can be used on walls and floors. Distinctive
and decorative, Nova has an exciting Moroccan feel that offers endless design possibilities for walls,
wet rooms, splashbacks, feature areas and floors.
Peacock

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Pink

Admiral
Black

Pink
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Blue

Aqua Green

Black

Yellow

Admiral

Yellow

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

25 x 21.8 x 1cm

£65.09

25 pieces (1.03m2)

Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Cloud

Peacock

Cloud

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm

£75.02

24 pieces (0.95m 2)

Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Parisian Café Tri
PORCELAIN · MATT

Black

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Image: Simply Bathrooms Ltd Surrey

A replica of encaustic cement tile designs typically found in chic interiors and cafés of Paris.
The muted, yet pretty, colour palette belies the inherent strength of these tiles and the added
bonus of the low slip finish makes them highly versatile.

Rosa

Blue

Black
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Blue

Dove Grey

Rosa

Black

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

20 x 20 x 0.8cm

£78.00

25 pieces (1m 2)

Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Parisian Café Tri tiles can be laid in a wide variety of patterns.

@ca_pietra_

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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These colourful hexagonal tiles look like they have come straight out
of a chic Parisian patisserie. They will transform a space and provide
an atmospheric focal point. Available Autumn 2021.

Paix

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Angelina

E D & PRO

Collectio
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Replicating the soft, pastel tones of worn tiles found in Parisian cafés, these classics
provide a calm backdrop to any room. Use indoors and outdoors for a continuous feel.
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Angelina

Lilas

Paix

Flore

Blue

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

20 x 20 x 0.8cm

£78.00

25 pieces (1m 2)

Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Format
20 x 23 x 0.8cm

@ca_pietra_

Rose Mint

Rose Mint

£m2 Inc VAT
£72.72

Sold by
10 pieces (0.33m2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: PTV +36 when wet
This collection was formerly encaustic but is now only available in porcelain.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Quintessential

Pair Darcy with
our Carter Rose tile
for a hotel-chic look.
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Our bespoke designs, the Quintessential range contains classic Victorian patterns, with a tactile
matt finish to replicate time-worn encaustics. Perfect for reviving a period property or introducing
a heritage look into any home. Available Autumn 2021.

Ashley

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Chelsea

Darcy
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Chelsea

Salisbury

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Darcy

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Ashley

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet
This collection was formerly encaustic but is now only available in porcelain.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Quintessential Porcelain Salisbury
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With all of the style of marble but with less maintenance. Our Santorini Ceramic tile is
a versatile product that works across different rooms. We particularly love it in a shower
teamed with a patterned floor.
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PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Classic hexagon shaped Pearl White and Verdigris porcelain tiles. They look equally
beautiful on their own but also work when you team Pearl White with Lily Pad and
Verdigris with Chemistry.

Pearl White

Gloss

NEW

Gloss
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Satin

Satin

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

10 x 30 x 0.8cm

£42.40

40 pieces (1.2m 2)

Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Pearl White

Verdigris

Verdigris

NEW

Format

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

Pearl White
Verdigris

20 x 23 x 0.8cm
20 x 23 x 0.8cm

£64.08
£74.88

10 pieces (0.33m2)
10 pieces (0.33m2)

Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Solar
PORCELAIN · MATT
Eye-catching with its 3D effect, Solar is a flexible decorative design that
can create starburst or petal effects depending on how they are laid.

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Star Green

Planet Green
Planet Blue

Star Green
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Solar Porcelain Star Blue

Star Blue

Planet Green

Planet Blue

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

20 x 20 x 1cm

£63.90

15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Spitalfields
CERAMIC · MATT
Inspired by Spitalfields which sits between the City of London’s new money and the charm of the East End, this
collection offers the best of both worlds and we couldn’t resist adding it to our portfolio. The tiles are 45 x 45cm
but they have a pre-scored line ready which can be grouted to give the appearance of four smaller tiles with
much less work.
Retro Star Sage

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Image: Ripples Bathrooms

Retro Star White

Retro Star Blue
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Retro Star Blue

Retro Star Black

Format
45 x 45 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£45.00

Retro Star Sage

Sold by
5 pieces (1m 2)

Retro Star White

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors. Slip rating: PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Spitalfields Porcelain Retro Star Black
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Tangier

Casablanca

Cordoba

Toulon

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm
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Casablanca

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Cordoba

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Tangier

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Toulon

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Reminiscent of designs found in Mediterranean homes, our in-house
designed Vacation porcelains will make you want to head to sunny shores.
Available Autumn 2021.

Adam

Now available in a
low-maintenance
porcelain - for use
both inside and out.

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet
This collection was formerly encaustic but is now only available in porcelain.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Vacation Porcelain Adam
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PORCELAIN · MATT
This collection of wall and floor tiles really awakens the senses and comes in a matt finish
porcelain. With nine different patterns and a soft, tonal nature-themed palette, each 21.5 x 24.5cm
hexagon comes as part of a pre-made, mixed pattern to be used on both walls and floors.

PATTERNED PORCELAIN & CERAMIC

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Inspired by the seasonal flora of the beautiful
and breathtaking Winkworth Arboretum.

Woodland Glade

Shadow White
Field Tile
Tiles come in a random mix
Option
Woodland Glade
Shadow White Field
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Woodland Glade Porcelain, teamed with Chic Ceramic White

Format
21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm
21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm

Sold Separately

£m2 Inc VAT
£65.04
£59.60

Sold by
24 pieces (0.95m 2)
24 pieces (0.95m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls
and floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Abstract
PORCELAIN · MATT

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

A hard-wearing porcelain tile with a matt finish, our Abstract collection gives interior walls and floors a
subtle decorative look thanks to its unusual L-shaped design with a tonal effect. Perfect for domestic and
commercial interiors. Available Autumn 2021.

Teal

Coral

White & Graphite

Graphite

Format
18.5 x 18.5 x 0.8cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£85.23

Green

Plum

Sold by
14 pieces (0.363m 2)

Teal

White

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Abstract Porcelain Green
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Atlantis
PORCELAIN MOSAIC · CRACKLE GLAZE

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Drifting their way into bathroom and kitchen interiors, these scallop-shaped porcelain mosaic
tiles will add drama to any design scheme. The colours of the tiles are inspired by the coast with
a bright and vivid palette. The crackle glaze adds a beautifully unique finish.

GLAZED & MIRROR

Thyme

Emerald

Grey

Grey

Format

Emerald

£m2 Inc VAT

29.3 x 27.4 x 0.6cm £159.00
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Atlantis Scallop Porcelain Mosaic Navy

Navy

Ultramarine

Kiwi

Thyme

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

12.5

Sheet

Suitable for interior walls. Crackle glaze require sealing.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Avebury
CERAMIC · GLOSS

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

These glazed, brick-style tiles take inspiration from old Wiltshire cottages. From traditional pure white
through to soft stone shades, Avebury bricks give you the option of inventive patterns, or solid blocks of
colour, that add real character to modern kitchen and bathroom surfaces.

Teal

Milk White

Parchment

Format
5 x 25 x 1cm
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Parchment

Plaster

£m2 Inc VAT
£74.88

Stone

Sold by
40 pieces (0.5m 2)

Teal

Milk White

Burnt Caramel

NEW

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Avebury Ceramic Burnt Caramel
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Bamboo
PORCELAIN MOSAIC · GLOSS
A stick-like mosaic reminiscent of natural bamboo, this unique collection
looks stunning in bathrooms with its soft, neutral colour palette.

Soft Grey

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

White

Crea te an effortlessly
chic and sophistica ted
space with Bam boo.

Blush

White
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Bamboo Porcelain
Mosaic Verdigris

Verdigris

Blush

Soft Grey

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

28.4 x 29.5 x 0.8cm

£145.01

12

Sheet

Suitable for interior walls.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Bazaar Pattern

CERAMIC · GLOSS

CERAMIC · GLOSS

Available in a dizzying array of bright colours, this ceramic tile collection uses innovative printing techniques
to authentically replicate Zellige Moroccan tiles. The tiles have a handmade and unrefined look, which will add
charm and charisma to any interior design. These tiles are suitable for bathroom, kitchen and living space walls.

Available in a dizzying array of bright colours, this ceramic tile collection uses innovative printing techniques
to authentically replicate Zellige Moroccan tiles. The tiles have a handmade and unrefined look, which will add
charm and charisma to any interior design. These tiles are suitable for bathroom, kitchen and living space walls.

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Image: Simply Bathrooms Ltd Surrey

Bazaar

White

Moss Green

Rose Mallow

Format
13.2 x 13.2 x 1cm
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White

Moss Green

£m2 Inc VAT
£56.77

Colonial Blue

Sold by
57 pieces (0.96m 2)

Aqua

Rose Mallow

Pack contains a random mix of colours.

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Format
13.2 x 13.2 x 1cm

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£95.08

Sold by
57 pieces (0.96m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Brasserie

This product is ma de
from recycled gla ss.

GLASS MOSAIC · MATT

Suitable for interior walls and floors, the bold coloured Brasserie design is a hexagonal recycled glass mosaic
that oozes eco appeal. The collection comes in both neutral tones and sugar sweet shades. The recycled nature
of this mosaic tile means that you can expect to find some imperfections, which is all part of the charm.

Camden
CERAMIC · GLOSS
Our collection of bevelled gloss Camden ceramic tiles teams the ever-enduring
rectangular shape with new shades such as Candy and Danube.

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Not suitable to be laid in a herringbone formation.

Blue

Candy

Khaki

White

Candy

Danube

Aqua

Green

Liquorice

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

Option
White, Danube
Aqua, Green

29.3 x 32.5 x 1cm

£159.06

11

Sold per sheet

Suitable for interior walls and floors.

Liquorice, Candy

Sand
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Pink

Blue

Burgundy

Mustard

Khaki

White

Pink

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Turquoise

@ca_pietra_

White

Format
10 x 30 x 1cm
10 x 30 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£32.40
£40.00

Sold by
40 pieces (1.2m 2)
40 pieces (1.2m 2)

10 x 30 x 1cm

£51.99

40 pieces (1.2m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
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Candy Cane
PORCELAIN MOSAIC · SATIN

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Following the trend for stack bond mosaics, we have introduced our new Candy Cane collection.
Available in five delectable pastel tones and in a matt finish. Pair with neutral-toned painted walls
or use as a splashback on kitchen walls. Available Autumn 2021.

Pine

Rose

Format
29.7 x 29.6 x 0.8cm
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Candy Cane Porcelain Peppermint

Rose

Peppermint

£m2 Inc VAT
£137.53

Wintergreen

Sheets / m2
11.37

Pine

Vanilla

Sold by
Sheet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
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Carter

An Instagram favourite, the Rose
shade is the one that everybody wants.

CERAMIC · GLOSS

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Our best-selling Carter Ceramic tiles combine a hand-crafted look with a sheen evoking traditional
glazed ceramics. With several eye-catching lay-out options, from a contemporary herringbone
or stack bond to a more traditional brick bond, Carter will find a place in houses of all ages.

Palm

Ecru

Azure

Rose

Smoke

White

Mint

Format
7.5 x 30 x 0.9cm
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White

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.70

Sold by
22 pieces (0.49m 2)

Palm

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Carter Ceramic Rose
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OF

THE HOUSE C
O

L

CT

PA

LE

Chic

RT

ION

CERAMIC · GLOSS

Colour Pop

Choose
your tile size,
then pick
a colour

CERAMIC · GLOSS
LU

U

R

Y

IT

S

X

Add a modern touch to homes with our simple and sophisticated Chic tile.
Suitable for walls, these versatile and easy to maintain ceramic tiles look just
as great stacked as they do laid in a brick-bond formation.

WI

M
THOUT LI

Make sure your scheme really stands out with Colour Pop, our latest collection of eye-popping ceramic
tiles that come in a choice of 35 different shades! Whether you’re after a statement splashback for the
kitchen or bathroom, a two-tone feature wall or perhaps a shower area that sings, there’s a colour palette
to suit as well as the option of square or rectangular brick tiles, so you can stamp your personality on to
any space. Create a unified finish by selecting different tones of green, blue, purple or pink or why not
mix it up with clashing colours for instant impact.

Brick: 7 x 14 x 0.9cm
Laranja / Salmao Square

GLAZED & MIRROR

Square: 10 x 10 x 0.9cm

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Tile Sizes

Bosque / Menta Brick

Colour Options

Blossom & Cobalt

White

Format
7.5 x 22.5 x 0.8cm
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Turquoise

Turquoise

£m2 Inc VAT
£42.70

Cobalt

Sold by
44 pieces (0.74m 2)

Bone

Alface

Alfazema

Amarelo

Areia

Artico

Bege

Beringela

Bosque

Branco

Camomila

Celeste

Cinza Claro

Colbalto

Encarnado

Esmeralda

Kiwi

Laranja

Marfim

Marinho

Menta

Nordico

Papaia

Perola

Petroleo

Preto

Rosa Clara

Rosa Velho

Safira

Salmao

Sangue De Boi

Tejo

Tempestade

Turquesa

Verde Agua

Verde Negro

Blossom

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Option

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

Brick
Square

7 x 14 x 0.9cm
10 x 10 x 0.9cm

£88.13 (Verde Negro £110.16)
£88.80 (Verde Negro £110.40)

25 pieces (0.24m 2)
25 pieces (0.25m 2)

Suitable for interior walls. We hold limited stock
of Colour Pop, so please expect longer lead times.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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PORCELAIN · SATIN

Delicate Wall

RT
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L
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Delicate

RT

CERAMIC · SATIN
LU
X
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A truly versatile product, our Delicate metro tile is simple, subtle and sophisticated. Its finish creates
a contemporary feel that makes the design ideal for industrial inspired schemes as well as modern
décors and even more classic interiors. Use Delicate Plain as a splashback or full wall feature to create
a contemporary look.

IT

Plain

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Metro

Y

S

LU

Whether applied to interior walls or floors, our Delicate porcelain range oozes subtle
sophistication with its cool colour palette. From standard square sizes to large format
designs, these tiles will give any modern home the luxury look it deserves.

60 x 60cm

NEW

Hexagon

60 x 60cm

Format
60 x 60 x 1cm
60 x 120 x 1cm
Hexagon: 25 x 21.8 x 1cm
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60 x 120cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£36.76
£47.50
£44.93

36 x 80cm

Hexagon

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)
25 (1.04m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Option
Plain
Plain
Metro

33.3 x 55cm

Format
36 x 80 x 1cm
33.3 x 55 x 1cm
10 x 20 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£42.00
£31.50
£31.50

Metro

Sold by
4 pieces (1.15m²)
10 pieces (1.84m²)
50 pieces (1m²)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
Non-rectified.
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Dyrham Dairy

CERAMIC · GLOSS

CERAMIC HAND DECORATED · GLOSS

With a wide range of neutral, pastel and vibrant colours to choose from including pinks, greys and yellows,
our Dolly collection comprises a ceramic wall tile with elegant curved edges. Ideal as a feature splashback in
kitchens, bathrooms, cloakrooms and en-suites, it also works beautifully as an all-round wall covering and
can be laid vertically or horizontally.

Charming and full of character, this collection suits classic and contemporary interiors where
a feature splashback is required to add interest to an otherwise neutral or monochrome scheme.
Designed to be used with a mix-and-match approach that blends all nine motifs, the tiles are
versatile and can be applied in a design completely unique to you.

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Dolly

Aquamarine

Aquamarine

Blue Grey

White

Rosa

Format
5 x 25 x 0.9cm
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Giallo

£m2 Inc VAT
£81.60

Giallo

Sold by
40 pieces (0.5m 2)

Pale Grey

Squirrel

Robin

Oak Leaf

Water Tower,
Trelissick

Rotunda,
Croome

Horsey
Windpump

Canal Terrace,
Pin Mill

Option
Chalk White Field
Oak Leaf Corner
Decor (sold in sets of 9)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Hare

@ca_pietra_

Format
13 x 13 x 1cm
13 x 13 x 1cm
13 x 13 x 1cm

Thistle

£m2 Inc VAT
£91.44
£285.84
£90.07 per set

Oak Leaf Corner

Chalk White
Field

Sold by
28 pieces (0.47m²)
28 pieces (0.47m²)
9 pieces (0.15m²)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

264

Gelato
PORCELAIN MOSAIC · GLOSS

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Scallop-shaped tiles are one of the latest trends for interiors and our Gelato design is available
in a mouthwatering selection of sorbet and ice-cream shades. Use as splashbacks or feature
areas and make your space sing.

Mint

Mint

265

Gelato Porcelain Mosaic Cotton Candy

Milk White

Cotton Candy

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sheets / m2

Sold by

Notes

25.9 x 27.3 x 0.6cm

£119.96

14.14

Sold per sheet

Suitable for interior walls.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Kennet

Add a modern touch to
traditional homes with Kennet.

PORCELAIN · GLOSS

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

A glazed, hand-dipped effect finish and a colour palette reminiscent of a walk by the
water. The 40 centimetre length makes this a modern take on a traditional look.

Sky

Aqua

Format
10 x 40 x 0.9cm

267

Bottle Green

Ash

Sky

£m2 Inc VAT
£66.90

Sold by
24 pieces (0.96m 2)

Bottle Green

Chalk White

Kiwi

NEW

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Kennet Porcelain Gloss Chalk White

268

CERAMIC · GLOSS

A rectangular porcelain tile with a soft matt finish, this durable, hardwearing design is suitable for
both walls and floors and is inspired by the white-clear water found in the UK’s well-loved lido pools.
A versatile product, the tiles can be laid in herringbone, parquet or basketweave effects for added
interest and are ideal for classic and contemporary homes.

This large format 30cm x 90cm tiles comes in four options. Choose from three sophisticated,
jewel-like tones with a textured, rippled surface, and a Papyrus white field tile. The field tile is
less textured but pairs perfectly with the rest of the collection as a subtle feature.

GLAZED & MIRROR

PORCELAIN · MATT

Loom

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Lido

Lay in a herringbone, parquet or
basket weave format to create
interest and texture to a space.

Opal

Coral

Format
6.8 x 27.8 x 0.95cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£59.78

Sold by
25 pieces (0.47m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors. Slip rating: R9

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Coral

Jade

Opal

Papyrus White Field

Option
Jade, Coral, Opal
Papyrus White

Format
30 x 90 x 1cm
30 x 90 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£53.00
£49.50

Papyrus White

Sold by
4 pieces (1.08m 2)
4 pieces (1.08m 2)

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

270

E D & PRO

Collectio
B

CERAMIC · GLOSS

Inspired by the striking bathroom at Lyme in Cheshire, this metro wall tile collection is
a premium reproduction that respects our Regency past. Available in four heritage tones,
Antique White, Emerald Green, Olive Green and Peacock Blue, our Lyme collection blends
the classic character of the metro tile with a premium puddle glaze.

GN

D

U

D

CERAMIC · CRACKLE GLAZE GLOSS

D

Menagerie by
Michael Angove

SI

CE

Lyme

E

Y

CA

’ PIE

n

TRA

GLAZED & MIRROR

Olive Green

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Our exclusive collaboration
with British designer Michael
Angove. Lay the patterned
tiles in random formations
for ultimate impact on a
kitchen splashback or behind
a freestanding bath.

Rural Field Tile –
Shell

Antique White

Peacock Blue

Format
7.5 x 15 x 0.9cm
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Olive Green

£m2 Inc VAT
£99.21

Antique White

Sold by
88 pieces (1m 2)

Emerald Green

Peacock Blue

Notes
Suitable for interior walls. Crackle glaze requires sealing.
Complementary Dado tiles also available, see page 326.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Peacock Key

Parrot

Dandy Spoon

Forget-Me-Knot

Sun Shell

Peas In Pod

Jay Feathers

Dragonfly

Little Key

The Lovers

Radishing

Oyster

Tomatoes

Spoon Label

Pansy

Coast String

Bee Spoon

Key Hiding

Carrot

Option
Rural Field Tile – Shell
Decorative Tiles

Format
13 x 13 x 1cm
13 x 13 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£89.28
£16.56 each

Sold by
28 pieces (0.42m 2)
Tile

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.
These are made to order, so please
expect longer lead times.

272

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · MATT

Medina is our collection of hexagon and brick tiles, perfect for kitchen and bathroom
walls and floors, as well as making a grand entrance in the hallway. Choose from pastel
or aqua shades that create instant calm and immediate impact.

A collection of tiles suitable for walls and floors. Mix and
match Medina Hexagon with the brick for maximum impact.

GLAZED & MIRROR

Medina Hexagon

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Medina Brick

Navy Blue

Latte
Rosa

Salvia
Format
7 x 28 x 0.8cm

273

Salvia

Rosa
£m2 Inc VAT
£68.54

Navy Blue
Sold by
28 pieces (0.55m 2)

Latte

Aqua

Salvia

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R9, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Format
14 x 16 x 0.8cm

@ca_pietra_

Rosa

Navy Blue
£m2 Inc VAT
£78.62

Latte
Sold by
33 pieces (0.55m 2)

Aqua

Salvia

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Oasis
CERAMIC · GLOSS

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Image: Ripples Bathrooms

In dark, dramatic tones, nicely neutral or pale pastels, Oasis gloss ceramic tiles have
a Moroccan Zellige feel, adding a textured touch to interior walls. These tiles come in
varying tones to create interest.

Pink

Green

Sky

Aqua

Format
6.5 x 20 x 0.9cm

Green

£m2 Inc VAT
£74.84

Grey

Sold by
38 pieces (0.49m 2)

Pink

Sky

White

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Tiles displayed in sets of four showing expected colour variation.
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Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Oasis Ceramic White

276

Pottery
PORCELAIN · GLOSS

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Inspired by a beautiful pottery collection we discovered in Italy, this new porcelain tile is suitable
for interior walls and floors as well as exterior walls and is available in both square and brick formats.
Reminiscent of artisans who work by hand to create authentic and eclectic designs in their rural
workshops, the collection features strong shading and tonal variations for a unique finish. Choose
from five shades – Kale Green, Khaki Smoke, Natural Cotton, Oatmeal and Ocean Blue – and embrace
the irregularities that make Pottery unique.

Oatmeal 7.5 x 20cm

Kale Green

Format
10 x 10 x 1cm
7.5 x 20 x 1cm

277

Pottery Porcelain Kale Green (10 x 10cm)

Ocean Blue 7.5 x 20cm

Khaki Smoke

£m2 Inc VAT
£68.40
£73.16

Natural Cotton

Sold by
68 pieces (0.68m 2)
50 pieces (0.75m 2)

Oatmeal

Ocean Blue

Notes
Suitable for interior walls and floors.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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GLASS · MIRROR

CERAMIC · GLOSS

These reproduction foxed or antique mirror tiles are simply stunning and will
add a real glitz to any wall for both shabby-chic and modern-luxe interiors.

Inspired by the seaside town in Devon, our Seaton collection comes with a gentle
crackle in a beautiful array of colours. Some tiles in this collection are crackle glaze.

GLAZED & MIRROR

Seaton

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Rococo

Sea Grass*

Pink Sands

Surf Crackle

High Tide Crackle

Ocean Mist Crackle

Oyster Crackle

Rock Pool Crackle

Sky Crackle

White Sands Crackle

Deep Sea Crackle

Pink Sands

Sunshine

Surf Crackle

Sea Grass*

Salt

Pebble

Sea Cabbage

Mercury

Mercury

Format
15 x 30 x 0.5cm
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Brass
£m2 Inc VAT
£210.04

NEW

Brass

Sold by
Sold per tile

Format
7.5 x 15 x 1cm

Notes
Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

£m2 Inc VAT
£87.65

Sold by
68 pieces (0.77m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior walls. Crackle glaze require sealing.
*Avoid cleaning Sea Grass with acidic cleaning products.
Where Sea Grass is used in wet areas it may discolour.

@ca_pietra_

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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CERAMIC · GLAZED GLOSS

CERAMIC · CRACKLE GLAZE

Evoking bracing walks along coastal cliffs, this rectangular tile collection is ideal for kitchens,
bathrooms and utility areas where splashbacks and feature walls can be used to enhance any
classic or contemporary colour scheme. Available in seven soft, subtle shades, the 10 x 20cm tiles
combine a glazed finish with a rustic, handcrafted effect.

A staple product in our collection. These Vintage Crackle tiles are
incredibly versatile, the crackle gives them a more traditional look.

GLAZED & MIRROR

Vintage Crackle

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Shoreline

Fern

Sunset & Shingle

Shallow Water

Sea Kale

Sand Dune

Sea Kale

Shingle

Chalk White

Gull

Sunset
Cotton

Format
10 x 20 x 1cm
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£m2 Inc VAT
£79.80

Sold by
40 pieces (0.8m 2)

Rosa

Cotton

Notes
Suitable for interior walls. The colours of Shoreline beautifully
complement the colours in our Alfriston Clergy collection, see page 189.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
10 x 20 x 1cm

Fern

£m2 Inc VAT
£49.80

Kingfisher

Sold by
50 pieces (1m 2)

Rosa

Siena

Steel

Notes
Suitable for interior walls, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Image: @85_wf

Yoga
PORCELAIN MOSAIC · GLOSS

GLAZED & MIRROR

Interior Decorative Stone & Tiles

Available in a beautiful selection of iridescent colours, this penny round mosaic tile collection has
a raku effect on the glaze, adding a real style statement to modern interiors. The luxurious tiles are
perfect for bathroom, kitchen and living space walls and floors.

Verdigris

Deep Blue

Blush

Format
31 x 33 x 0.5cm
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Deep Blue

£m2 Inc VAT
£168.97

Grey Blue

Sheets / m2
10.5

Verdigris

Sold by
Sold per sheet

White

Blush

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors, pool lining.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Yoga Penny Porcelain Mosaic White

284

Exterior

Stone & Tile
Collection
287

Natural Stone Paving

305

Porcelain Paving

309

Indoor-Outdoor
Decorative & Low-Slip Tiles

286

Corfe

LIMESTONE · ETCHED

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED & ETCHED

The underlying grey in Corfe limestone is ‘bleached’ by the etching process, and so it does look quite
different to the honed and the tumbled options. The etching gives the stone a good grip finish for
wet and exterior use as well as a fantastic tactile look that works well in contemporary interiors.

This classic tumbled and etched limestone has a modern look making it the perfect stone for fuss-free
terraces, patios, pools and landscaping, which can be beautifully complemented by carefully selected
shrubbery and planting as well as durable outdoor furniture for entertaining family and friends.

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Corfe

Shown with etched copings
Format
60 x random x 2cm
Bull-nose coping: 40 x 100 x 4cm

287

£m2 Inc VAT
£99.76
£157.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, pool surrounds,
sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

60 x random x 2cm

£99.50

1m2

Suitable for interior and exterior floors, pool surrounds, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

288

Denham

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

These cool grey flagstones provide an incredibly durable
floor, with a time-worn appearance for instant character.
Perfect for inside and out.

Format
56 x random x 2cm

289

Denham Limestone Seasoned

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.50

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, pool surrounds, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Farley

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

The tones may be soft and muted, but the stone is as hard as nails – virtually indestructible, in
fact. The natural riven face of the stone is smoothed off, then ‘seasoned’ to give the appearance
of a time-worn, country house floor. A fantastic price for a memorably good limestone.

Cobbles

Format
56 x random x 2.2cm
Greek pattern x 2cm
Cobbles: 15 x random x 2.2cm
Bull-nose coping: 40 x 90 x 4cm
Parquet: 7 x 30 x 2cm

291

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.50
£69.50
£85.00
£70.00 each
£75.00

Sold by
1m2
Repeat (2.72m2)
1m2
Piece
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Soft and muted in tone but certainly
not in durability, Farley is one of our
most popular exterior stones.
Farley Limestone Seasoned

292

Hamilton

Hamlet

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

LIMESTONE · ETCHED
If you want to create a seamless look, use these slabs both inside and out.
The etching – which increases the non-slip properties of the stone – also
gives it a more neutral colour. This is a really robust, great value stone.

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

A light seasoned limestone suitable for indoor and outdoor
use, Hamilton has a soft, natural appearance with delicate
veining throughout.

Format
10 x 30 x 2cm
60 x random x 2cm
Bull-nose coping: 100 x 40 x 4cm

293

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00
£85.00
£85.00 each

Sold by

Notes

1m2

Suitable for interior and exterior floors,

1.02m2
Piece

sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Bull-nose coping: 100 x 40 x 4cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£76.00
£105 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

294

Hamlet
LIMESTONE · TUMBLED & ETCHED

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

There’s a lovely, wide range of interesting autumnal colour tones in this
flagstone. Perfect for external use due to the extra etching for low slip.

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Double pencil coping: 100 x 40 x 4cm

295

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00
£115.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Hamlet Limestone Tumbled & Etched

296

Neranjo

Neranjo

The tumbled finish roughens the edges and ages the stone, while the added etched
finish slightly bleaches the surface, giving the stone a uniform appearance. This look
makes the stone very adaptable for traditional and contemporary design schemes.

This is a very popular durable, low-maintenance limestone. With the
etched, low-slip finish it is especially suitable for outside uses such as
patios and swimming-pool surrounds.

Format
20 x random x 3cm

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Bull-nose coping: 40 x 100 x 4cm

LIMESTONE · ETCHED

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

COBBLE LIMESTONE · TUMBLED & ETCHED

297

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£78.00
£115.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and
floors, pool surrounds, sealing required.
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Salcombe

LIMESTONE · TUMBLED & ETCHED

SANDSTONE · SEASONED

Smart but not sharp, these flagstones with rounded edges add character and
warmth to a terrace. The etched surface reduces the risk of slipping, making
it a great pool surround stone as well as indoor and out.

This beautiful sandstone provides the perfect starting point for any home project.
In a beautifully versatile colour palette you can achieve a rustic look that’s big on
style and substance.

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Neranjo

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Double pencil coping (acid etched): 40 x 100 x 4cm

299

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00
£115.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x random x 2.2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£85.00

Sold by
1m2

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

300

Wexford

LIMESTONE · SEASONED

LIMESTONE · SEMI-HONED

Rustic in character and rough around the edges, this extra strong
flagstone looks gorgeous in a chic country kitchen and is perfect
for an alfresco dining space.

This is an extremely fine and hard limestone with inky, blue-black colouring
that varies beautifully depending on the light and whether it is dry or wet.

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Tyrone

Format
60 x 90 x 2cm

301

£m2 Inc VAT
£69.00

Sold by
1.08m2

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, pool surrounds, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
60 x random x 2cm
Double pencil coping: 40 x 100 x 4cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£105.00
£110.00 each

Sold by
1m2
Piece

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors,
pool surrounds, sealing required.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

302

Wexford

COBBLES LIMESTONE · TUMBLED

Format

20 x random x 2cm

303

£m2 Inc VAT
£99.00

Sold by
1m2

Image: @theoakhousee

NATURAL STONE PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Image: @theoakhousee

This is an extremely fine and hard cobble limestone with inky, blue-black
colouring that varies beautifully depending on the light and whether it is dry
or wet. The cobble format is perfect for porches and courtyards.

Inky, deep and gentle,
we’d never get tired of seeing
rain fall on Wexford.

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior floors, pool surrounds, sealing required.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Wexford Cobbles Limestone Tumbled

304

Blenheim Paving
PORCELAIN · TEXTURED

PORCELAIN PAVING

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Blenheim is a wonderfully affordable textured porcelain, that helps to form
the foundation of any exterior project. For a seamless look team with our
internal Blenheim tile to create an indoors-outdoors look.

Smoke

305

Blenheim Paving Porcelain White

White

Smoke

Beige

Format
60 x 90 x 2cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£59.00

Sold by
2 pieces (1.08m 2)

Beige

Notes
Suitable for exterior walls and floors, pool surrounds.
Slip rating: R11. 1cm interior version also available, see page 115.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

306

PORCELAIN · TEXTURED

PORCELAIN · TEXTURED

A timeless replication of limestone floors typically found in a French chateaux; Pierre
imitates the signs of authentic wearing over the years. The undulated edges and high
tonal variance reinforce the natural, reclaimed effect.

These tiles are splendidly alluring, offering an authentic reproduction of ancient stone. Replicating slight
undulations found in French antique flagstones, these tiles reflect the idea of the passage of time leaving
its mark. This time-worn look brings warmth and charm to the stone-effect porcelain, which is perfect for
modern and traditional settings.

Cenere

Beige

Gris

307

Format

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

90.6 x 60.4 x 2cm

£75.00

Tile (0.54m 2)

Suitable for exterior floors, pool surrounds. Slip rating: R11

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Cenere

Format
60.4 x 90.6 x 2cm

PORCELAIN PAVING

Provence Paving

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Pierre Paving

Talco

Talco

£m2 Inc VAT
£93.97

Sold by
1 piece (0.54m 2)

Notes
Suitable for exterior floors, pool surrounds. Slip rating: R11

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

308

PORCELAIN · MATT

With its decorative starburst design, Atlas is a porcelain
tile that can be used indoors or out, to create a statement
look underfoot. Use in a neutral scheme to make instant
impact or as a contrasting element in a colourful interior.

Ideal for kitchen and bathroom floors, Avenue is a highly
decorative tile that has a Victorian feel perfect for period
homes. We love that this tile can also be used outside.

All Black

Find further inspiration on Instagram

D

M

E S T IC U

K

O

IU

IS

Notes
Suitable for interior and
exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10,
PTV +36 when wet

Llanerchaeron

D

Sold by
24 pieces (0.95m 2)
24 pieces (0.95m 2)
25 pieces (1m2)
25 pieces (1m2)

Moseley Laurel

M SLIP

R

@ca_pietra_

All Black

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

Blue

Green

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Denim

K

M SLIP

R

Soft Grey

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

D

IS

IU

O

Zagora

Stella

Format
25 x 25 x 1cm

Rivoli
£m2 Inc VAT
£41.86

M

E S T IC U

INDOOR-OUTDOOR TILES

E S T IC U

SE

£m2 Inc VAT
£59.60
£59.60
£54.00
£54.00

Moseley Stone

SE

Moseley Moss

ME

309

Format
21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm
21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm
20 x 20 x 0.8cm
20 x 20 x 0.8cm

Shadow White
Field Tile

D

M

ME

Melange examples: tiles come in a random mix

Option
Melange
Shadow White Field
Moseley: Moss, Laurel, Stone
Llanerchaeron

ME

Moseley Moss

Melange

O

SE

D

Rivoli

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Melange porcelain takes the clean lines of National Trust architecture and gives it a contemporary
edge. The random patterns within each pack allow for a unique layout. Moseley is directly inspired by
Moseley Old Hall’s Tudor Knot Garden and features a striking repeat pattern. Llanerchaeron is inspired
by the incredibly detailed 18th-century wooden wall panelling in the villa at Llanerchaeron.

PORCELAIN · MATT

K

PORCELAIN · MATT

Avenue

IU

IS

Melange, Moseley & Llanerchaeron

Atlas

D

Architectural Elements

M SLIP

R

Hugo
Sold by
18 pieces (1.125m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

310

Brick Lane

PORCELAIN · TEXTURED

PORCELAIN · MATT

Bring the aged look of terracotta into your home with these durable, low maintenance porcelain tiles inspired
by the brewhouse at Moseley Old Hall. Perfect for rustic farmhouse kitchens as well as classic bathroom schemes.
Durable and low maintenance, this porcelain tile collection is perfect for bathrooms with its R11 slip rating and
non-porous finish.

Perfect for blurring the boundaries between inside and out, our Brick Lane abstract
collection creates instant impact underfoot and works wonderfully on walls too.

Princelet Street

Parquet
Buxton Street

£m2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

Parquet
Brick
Square
Rectangle

6.5 x 25 x 1cm
11 x 22.5 x 1cm
22.5 x 22.5 x 1cm
22.5 x 45 x 1cm

£69.60
£49.80
£44.40
£44.40

27 pieces (0.44m²)
20 pieces (0.5m²)
20 pieces (1.01m²)
10 pieces (1.01m²)

Suitable for interior and
exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R11, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

Fashion Street

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Hanbury Street

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Monthope Street

Princelet Street

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Wentworth Street
O

D

M

E S T IC U
SE

Format

ME

Option

K

Square

IU

IS

Brick

D

Rectangle

311

INDOOR-OUTDOOR TILES

Parquet

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Brewhouse

M SLIP

R

312

Brompton

Cabana

Chatham

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · SATIN

PORCELAIN · MATT

Our new Brompton porcelain range will add period charm and glamour to your home. Use for patios,
paths or bring the Victorian look into your home by laying it in hallways, kitchens, conservatories and
bathrooms. It is ideal for high traffic areas thanks to its durable porcelain design.

A collection of our most eclectic bespoke design
porcelains, Cabana pays homage to the vivid patterned
tiles found in traditional Caribbean buildings. Use these
to introduce a burst of colour to your garden.

These classic wood effect porcelain tiles look equally
as stylish in a bathroom as they do a hallway. Add
warmth to any space and make contemporary spaces
feel like home.

Clarence

Clarence

Sold by
13 pieces (0.52m2)
13 pieces (0.52m2)

Liquorice

Cherry

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Milk

O

D

M

E S T IC U

K

£m2 Inc VAT
£65.10
£71.40

Haze

IU

IS

Format
20 x 20 x 0.9cm
20 x 20 x 0.9cm

Kensington

D

Option
Plain Field
Patterned

Kew

SE

Underground Clarence

ME

313

Borough

M SLIP

R

@ca_pietra_

Havana

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£84.90

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Walnut

Natural

Ash

Walnut

Oak

Format
9.8 x 50 x 1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.00

E S T IC U

K
IU

INDOOR-OUTDOOR TILES

R

M

IS

D

O

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

M SLIP

Algarve

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

D

IS

IU

Havana

Aruba

E S T IC U

ME

ME
D

M

K

O

SE

Kew

SE

D

Underground

M SLIP

R

Sold by
16 pieces (0.785m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

314

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · MATT

Floris has a Victorian charm that is perfect for period
properties. It comes in two shades - a blush rose, or a
strong denim blue.

Designed by Ca' Pietra, this iconic design offers staple
interior colours, suitable for any kitchen, bathroom or
living space. The tiles are machine-made and need little
maintenance, making them ideal for wall installation.

O

ME
D

R

E S T IC U

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

INDOOR-OUTDOOR TILES

Denim

M SLIP

IU

IS

ME
D

M

IU

K

O

E S T IC U

SE

D

Eucalyptus

M

SE

D

A blend of natural stone and terrazzo, Hampshire porcelain provides a
practical, muted backdrop to any space. Available in an array of versatile
shapes and four uncomplicated shades.

Lily Pad

K

PORCELAIN · MATT

Floris

IS

Hampshire

M SLIP

R

Grey

Rose

Notes
Suitable for interior
and exterior walls and
floors. Slip rating: R10

Find further inspiration on Instagram

O

D

M

K

Sold by
6 pieces (1.05m 2)
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

E S T IC U

IU

IS

£m Inc VAT
£33.60
£36.76
£47.50
2

Denim

Bubblegum

Cloud

Custard

Eucalyptus

Off Black

Pistachio

Peacock

New Leaf

Plaster

Perla

SE

315

Format
59.5 x 29.5 x 1cm
59.5 x 59.5 x 1cm
60 x 120 x 1cm

Graphite

ME

Option
Bone, Grey, Graphite, Perla
Bone, Grey, Graphite, Perla
Bone, Grey, Perla

Grey

D

Bone

Admiral

M SLIP

R

@ca_pietra_

£m2 Inc VAT
£84.90

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Format
20 x 23 x 0.8cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£72.72

Sold by
10 pieces (0.33m2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

316

These 20cm x 20cm square porcelain tiles feature a
decorative star print and are available in six on-trend
colours. We love the unrefined edges, which give the
tiles a handmade encaustic feel.

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · MATT

A replica of encaustic cement tile designs typically found
in chic interiors and cafés of Paris. The low slip finish
makes
Black them highly versatile.

Replicating the soft, pastel tones of worn tiles found in
Parisian cafés, these classics provide a calm backdrop to
any room. Use indoors and outdoors for a continuous feel.

Image: @design_at_nineteen

R

Format
80 x 80 x 1cm
120 x 60 x 1cm

Graphite

Lead

Khaki

M SLIP

D

R

M

E S T IC U

IU

M SLIP

R

Lagoon

Blanc

£m2 Inc VAT
£52.50
£52.50

Sold by
2 pieces (1.28m 2)
2 pieces (1.44m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10

317

Coral

IU

O

SE

Perla

Denim

E S T IC U

ME

D

M

SE

ME

Perla

O

K

M SLIP

IS

IU

D

Khaki

E S T IC U

IS

ME
D

M

K

O

Angelina

SE

D

Black

INDOOR-OUTDOOR TILES

A stunning matt, textured finish concrete-effect porcelain,
Louvre creates a uniform effect throughout. Its cloudy
palette has the look and tactile feel of a natural material,
ideal for achieving a high-spec interior on a budget.

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

PORCELAIN · MATT

Parisian
Chic

K

PORCELAIN · MATT

Parisian
Café Tri

IS

Memphis

D

Louvre

Format
20 x 20 x 0.8cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£48.90

Black

Sold by
25 pieces (1m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Format
20 x 20 x 0.8cm

Blue

Dove Grey
£m2 Inc VAT
£78.00

Sold by
25 pieces (1m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

@ca_pietra_

Rosa

Flore

Angelina

Format
20 x 20 x 0.8cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£78.00

Lilas

Paix

Sold by
25 pieces (1m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

318

Piazza

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · MATT

These colourful hexagonal tiles look like they have come straight out
of a chic Parisian patisserie. They will transform a space and provide
an atmospheric focal point.

Our Piazza Porcelain tiles are a contemporary take on real terrazzo and comes in four
colourful options. The vivid speckles pick up light beautifully, making them perfect as
a feature floor or wall.

INDOOR-OUTDOOR TILES

Exterior Stone & Tile Collection

Patisserie

Geo Antricita

Find further inspiration on Instagram

O

D

M

E S T IC U

K

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: PTV +36 when wet

IU

IS

Sold by
10 pieces (0.33m2)

D

£m2 Inc VAT
£72.72

ME

319

D

M SLIP

R

@ca_pietra_

Option
Geo Pearl
Geo Pearl, Geo Graphite,
Geo Gris, Geo Antricita

Format
60 x 60 x 0.9cm
80 x 80 x 1.1cm

£m2 Inc VAT
£49.50
£76.99

Sold by
4 pieces (1.44m 2)
2 pieces (1.28m 2)

E S T IC U

K

Geo Antricita

M

IU

IS

Geo Gris

Rose Mint

SE

Format
20 x 23 x 0.8cm

Geo Graphite

ME

Geo Pearl
Blue

O

SE

D

Blue

M SLIP

R

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and
floors. Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

320

Quintessential Solar

Vacation

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · MATT

PORCELAIN · MATT

Our bespoke designs, the Quintessential range contains
classic Victorian patterns, with a tactile satin finish to
replicate time-worn encaustics. Perfect for reviving a period
property or introducing a heritage look into any home.

Eye-catching with its 3D effect, Solar is a flexible
decorative design that can create starburst or petal
effects depending on how they are laid.

Salisbury

Woodland
Glade
PORCELAIN · MATT

Reminiscent of designs found in Mediterranean
homes, our in-house designed Vacation porcelains
will make you want to head to sunny shores.

This collection of wall and floor tiles really awakens the
senses. With nine different patterns each 21.5 x 24.5cm
hexagon comes as part of a pre-made, mixed pattern to
be used on both walls and floors.

Adam

Star Blue

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

Salisbury

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Darcy

Ashley

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

321

Star Green

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

Star Blue

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Planet Green

INDOOR-OUTDOOR TILES

R

D

K

M SLIP

Planet Blue

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Find further inspiration on Instagram

R

K
IU

IU

M SLIP

R

Examples of Woodland Glade tiles
(tiles come in a random mix)

Chelsea

M SLIP
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R

IU
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M SLIP
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Exterior Stone & Tile Collection
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Cordoba

Toulon

Format
20 x 20 x 1cm

Casablanca

Cordoba

£m2 Inc VAT
£63.90

Tangier

Sold by
15 pieces (0.6m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

@ca_pietra_

Adam

Option
Shadow White
Field Tile
Woodland Glade

Format
21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm
21.5 x 24.5 x 0.8cm

Shadow White
Field Tile

£m2 Inc VAT Sold by
£59.60
24 pieces
(0.95m 2)
£65.04
24 pieces
(0.95m 2)

Notes
Suitable for interior and exterior walls and floors.
Slip rating: R10, PTV +36 when wet

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

322

Project

Finishing
Touches
325

Accessories

329

Proper Good Paint™

331

Ancillary Stone
& Tile Care

334

Adhesives &
Preparation

335

Grout

324

Architectural Mouldings

Lyme Dado

CERAMIC · GLOSS

CERAMIC · CRACKLE GLAZE GLOSS

To perfectly complement your tile choice, we have introduced Architectural Mouldings collection in
black or white ceramic bead along with dado and pencil designs. Finishing your project to perfection,
they give walls an elegant end point in contrasting or complementing tones.

Available in four heritage tones, our Lyme Dado is inspired by the striking
bathroom at Lyme in Cheshire. Our Lyme Dado works beautifully with our
Lyme Metro tiles.

Please note: These mouldings are not an exact match for any of our tiles but when used with artistic
flair complement our collections beautifully.

Black Dado & Pencil

Black Pencil

White Pencil

White Dado

Black Bead

White Bead
Peacock Blue
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Option

Format

£ Piece2 Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

Bead
Dado
Pencil

20 x 2 x 2cm
20 x 5 x 1.5cm
20 x 1 x 1cm

£3.00
£3.50
£2.75

5 pieces
5 pieces
5 pieces

Suitable for interior walls.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Format
7.5 x 15 x 2cm

Olive Green

£ Piece2 Inc VAT
£6.90

Antique White

Sold by
Piece

DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

Black Dado

Project Finishing Touches

Peacock Blue Dado with Peacock Blue Metro

Emerald Green

Notes
Suitable for interior walls, sealing required.
Complementary Metro tiles available, see page 271.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Natural Stone Accessories

Cabochons & Skirting

Enhance your natural stone with our complementary
accessories for that perfect finishing touch.

Corner cutting

For that extra bit of drama in reception and garden room
floors, why not insert cabochons – smaller tiles that fit
between four larger stones. We can cut one corner or all
four corners of the main tiles to take a 10 x 10cm cabochon.
This applies to any of our square stones.
Pentagons

Octagon

Pricing
Pentagons
Cutting to pentagons (one corner per main tile)
excluding the cabochon £19.00m2 Inc VAT
Octagons
Cutting to octagons (four corners per main tile)
excluding the cabochon £31.00m2 Inc VAT
Cabochons
• Nero Slate Honed 10 x 10 x 1.2cm £3.60 each Inc VAT
• Nero Slate Tumbled 10 x 10 x 1.2cm £4.80 each Inc VAT
• Tora Blue Limestone 10 x 10 x 1.2cm £4.80 each Inc VAT
• Lucca Limestone 10 x 10 x 1.5cm £3.60 each Inc VAT
Matching Skirting
Cutting and finishing the top edge of skirting to height of
9cm or 12cm, £25.00 per linear metre Inc VAT excluding the
purchase price of the stone.

Zen Marble Bead
Cabochon Stone
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Nero Slate Tumbled

Lucca Limestone Tumbled

Valentine Marble Skirting & Dado

Option

Format

£tile Inc VAT

Sold by

Notes

Tora Blue Limestone Tumbled

Long Island Marble Honed

Dado

30.5 x 2.6 x 5cm

£13.00

Piece

Long Island Marble Honed
Valentine Marble Honed
Valentine Marble Honed
Zen Marble Honed

Skirting
Dado
Skirting
Bead

30.5 x 12.7 x 2cm
30.5 x 2.6 x 5cm
30.5 x 12.7 x 2cm
30.5 x 2 x 1.8cm

£16.00
£13.00
£16.10
£10.00

Piece
Piece
Piece
Piece

Suitable for interior walls,
sealing required.

To cut matching skirting

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Imagine a skirting board that doesn’t need repainting or
treating, isn’t susceptible to kicking, scuffing or damp. We can
cut and hand-finish the stone you select to 9cm or 12cm strips
to create a beautiful stone skirting that matches your floor.

Project Finishing Touches

Stone

NATURAL STONE ACCESSORIES, CABOCHONS,
SKIRTING

Long Island Marble Dado & Skirting

Nero Slate Honed

Fontaine Limestone with
Nero Slate Tumbled Cabochons

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Proper Good Paint™
For over three generations our family business has been at the forefront of home décor,
style and design. And now we’ve taken everything we know about colour, finish and
quality and popped it in a tin!

Madison’s
Dove

Birdie’s
Grey

Stella’s
Smoke

Luna’s
Shadow

Brook’s
Black

Maggie’s
Cloud

Maple’s
Cloth

Peggy’s
Stone

Camilla’s
Cream

Ezra’s
Grey

Audrey’s
Peacock

Hunter’s
Leaf

Zale’s
Powder

Grace’s
Green

Bella’s
Blue

Ander’s
Rock

Aspen’s
Forest

Eden’s
Meadow

Savannah’s
Moss

Drew’s
Pebble

Amara’s
Slipper

Ophelia’s
Blush

Carter’s
Rose

Astrid’s
Cornflower

Asta’s
River

Delphine’s
Ink

Noor’s
Light
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Charlotte’s
Whisper

Harper’s
Sunshine

Otto’s
Gold

Cassia’s
Terracotta

Ebba’s
Rust

Valentina’s
Red

Find further inspiration on Instagram

Asher’s
Cranberry

@ca_pietra_

Carter’s Rose

Charlotte’s Whisper

Ander’s Rock

Valentina’s Red

Option
Sample Pot
Proper Matt Emulsion
Proper Eggshell

Volume
100ml
2.5L
2.5L

£Inc VAT
£4.75 each
£47.50 each
£57.50 each

PROPER GOOD PAINT™

Ren’s
White

Project Finishing Touches

Introducing Proper Good Paint™, the beautiful, high performance, environmentally responsible choice
for a proper good-looking home. Our hand-picked palette of 35 beautiful colours covers everything from
classic looks to the latest trends and work beautifully when paired with our tiles.

Find out more...
To discover the full collection, order samples and
be inspired by the endless possibilities of our paint
collection visit our website capietra.com.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Ancillary Stone & Tile Care
We want to ensure that your stone and tiles look as good tomorrow
as they do today. Take care of your stone and tiles by using our
ancillary products to care-for and clean them to ensure your wall
and floor surfaces are a source of joy, forever.

General Clean & Care

All
Clean

All
Clean

Refurbishing & Troubleshooting Cleaners

Clean &
Sheen

Cement,
Grout
& Salt
Residue
Remover

Deep
Clean

Clean &
Sheen

All Clean

Clean & Sheen

Deep Clean

High-quality concentrated cleaner for routine
use. For use on all types of stone and tile.
Coverage: Up to 40 washes per 20m 2 per litre.

High-quality concentrated cleaner for routine
use. This gradually builds a light sheen.
For use on all types of stone and tile.
Coverage: Up to 40 washes per 20m 2 per litre.

Heavy-duty intensive cleaner and remover.
For use on all types of stone and tile.
Coverage: approx 20m 2 per litre depending
on level of cleaning required.

1 Litre £19.38 Inc VAT
5 Litres £67.16 Inc VAT

1 Litre £15.12 Inc VAT

1 Litre £12.28 Inc VAT
5 Litres £51.66 Inc VAT

Cement, Grout & Salt
Residue Remover
Rapid action cleaning agent for removing cement
residues, grout stain, salts, efflorescence and other
similar deposits. For all types of unpolished natural
stone and porcelain, glazed ceramic, slate, quarry tiles,
brick, terracotta and granite.
Coverage: Approx 5-25m² per litre.
1 Litre £24.54 Inc VAT

Surface Treatments
Surface
Sanitiser
& Cleaner

Surface Sanitiser & Cleaner

Ready to use stone, tile, wood and laminate floor
cleaner refill. Quick drying and streak free with
a low foaming, non rinse formula. Ideal for use with
a microfibre mopping system for floors or decanted
into a pump spray and used with a microfibre cloth
for walls.

Multi-surface sanitising cleaner,ideal for use on door
handles, kitchen worktops, taps, computer screens,
touch screens, fabrics, upholstery, tile and stone surfaces.
Not suitable for surfaces that have been polished with
natural or acrylic wax.
500ml Pump Spray £12.60 Inc VAT
5 Litre Refill £66.16 Inc VAT

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Stone
Shield

Bees Wax
Polish
Antique

Stone Shield

Bees Wax Polish Antique

Liquid satin finish sealer for interior use.
For use on: Unpolished natural stone and
terracotta.
Coverage: Approx 15m 2 per litre depending
on the porosity.

Colour enhanced soft paste wax for ageing the
appearance of natural terracotta and stone.
Provides extra surface protection and patination,
applied after sealing, requires buffing.
Coverage: 10m² per litre (two coats).

1 Litre £23.24 Inc VAT
5 Litres £103.32 Inc VAT

1 Litre £42.00 Inc VAT

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Stone
Shield

Swift Dry All Clean

5 Litres £30.00 Inc VAT
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Surface
Sanitiser
& Cleaner

ANCILLARY STONE AND TILE CARE

Swift Dry
All Clean
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Ancillary Stone & Tile Care

Adhesives & Preparation

Impregnating Sealers

Adhesives
Premium White Semi-Rapid
Adhesive

Stain
Block

Stain
Block

Stain
Block
Eco

Premium
White
Semi-Rapid
Adhesive

Stain
Block
Eco

Stain Block

Stain Block Eco

Solvent-based impregnating sealer for pre
and after grouting for interior use. For use
on all types of natural stone and terracotta.
Coverage: Approx 15m 2 per litre depending
on the porosity.

Water-based impregnating sealer for pre
and after grouting for interior and exterior use.
For use on all types of natural stone and terracotta.
Coverage: Approx 15m 2 per litre depending on
the porosity.

1 Litre £36.17 Inc VAT
5 Litres £154.98 Inc VAT

1 Litre £38.75 Inc VAT
5 Litres £135.61 Inc VAT

Single part, semi-rapid setting flexible
adhesive for porcelain, mosaic and natural
stone. It is specially formulated with
enhanced adhesion and flexibility, making
it ideal for areas where slight movement or
vibration can occur. Exceptional grab and
enhanced body for large format tiles.
3-20mm bed thickness
Coverage: 5kg per 1m² (3mm bed thickness).

Premium
Super
Strength
Adhesive

10kg £86.10 Inc VAT

Preparation

Pre-Tile
Primer

Acrylic primer for sealing porous
surfaces and anhydrite screeds prior
to tiling.
Coverage: Approx 0.2kg per m²

Levelling
Compound

1kg £10.45 Inc VAT
5kg £43.06 INC VAT

Boiled
Linseed
Oil

Highly de-formable and workable, hybrid
gel 2 part adhesive, bonds almost anything
up to 15mm. Ideal for all tile types
including glass.

20kg £28.80 Inc VAT

Pre-Tile Primer

Crackle
Glaze
Protector

Premium Super Strength Adhesive

Levelling Compound
Flexible, reinforced floor levelling
compound. 2-50mm thickness.
Use over timber, screed and underfloor
heating.
20kg £33.60 Inc VAT

Movement Matting
Crackle Glaze Protector

Boiled Linseed Oil

Helps protect tiles from penetration by water,
dirt, oil, grease, limescale and other household
contaminants.
For use on: Crackle glaze tiles and grout joints.
Coverage: Approx 10m² per 0.5 litres

For protecting and enhancing machine and
handmade terracotta. Fills and hardens within
the open pores of the terracotta inhibiting the
absorption and enhances the strength of the tile.
Coverage: Approx 6m 2 per litre depending on
the porosity.

0.5 Litre £23.24 Inc VAT

2 Litre £30.00 Inc VAT

Structured Decoupling Matting
Polyethylene membrane with a grid
structure of square cavities, each cut
back in a dovetail configuration and
an anchoring fleece laminated to
its underside. Designed for tile and
natural stone installations, over new
subfloors and underfloor heating.

Matting Adhesive
Matting
Adhesive

Acrylic paste adhesive to adhere movement
mattings to anhydrite or timber substrates.
Coverage 1kg per 2.5m2.
5kg £43.06 Inc VAT
18kg £153.76 Inc VAT

Project Finishing Touches

ANCILLARY STONE AND TILE CARE

£15.00m2 Inc VAT

Temporary Floor Protection
Fire-retardant Membrane

Protective Card

Premium loose-lay, breathable
protection sheeting for use after
grouting. Enables floor to breathe
while tiling cures and dries.

Loose-lay, breathable protection sheeting
for use after grouting. Enables floor to
breathe while tiling cures and dries.

£2.58m2 Inc VAT
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Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

£1.55m2 Inc VAT

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Grout

Delivery Rates

Resin Cement Grout

Formats less than 35 x 35cm and up to 1.3cm thick
Light Grey (#05)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Pearl Grey (#07)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Iron Grey (#09)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

There are so many reasons to choose
resin-cement grout. As well as being
water-repellent with very low water
absorption, it offers high surface
hardness and is extremely resistant
to acids. It also provides colour
uniformity for your walls or floors
while grout joins are ultra-hygienic
thanks to resin-cement’s natural
antibacterial properties. What’s
more, it is easy to clean and care
for and it can be recycled, avoiding
waste disposal costs and helping our
environment at the same time.

Warm Jasmine (#22)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Up to 3m2

Up to 4m2

4m2+

Mainland UK

£17.00 Inc VAT

£25.00 Inc VAT

£35.00 Inc VAT

£45.00 Inc VAT

Please see pallet rates

N. Ireland / Eire

£20.00 Inc VAT

£39.00 Inc VAT

£49.00 Inc VAT

£58.00 Inc VAT

Please see pallet rates

Highlands and
Islands

£39.00 Inc VAT

£47.00 Inc VAT

£57.00 Inc VAT

£67.00 Inc VAT

Please see pallet rates

Limestone (#20)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Vanilla (#25)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Clotted Cream (#29)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Up to 2m2

2m2+

Up to 0.5m2

Up to 1m2

Up to 1.5m2

Mainland UK

£17.00 Inc VAT

£25.00 Inc VAT

£35.00 Inc VAT

£45.00 Inc VAT

Please see pallet rates

N. Ireland / Eire

£19.80 Inc VAT

£39.00 Inc VAT

£49.00 Inc VAT

£58.00 Inc VAT

Please see pallet rates

Highlands and
Islands

£39.00 Inc VAT

£47.00 Inc VAT

£57.00 Inc VAT

£67.00 Inc VAT

Please see pallet rates

Up to 5ltr/kg

Up to 20ltr/kg

Up to 40ltr/kg

Up to 60ltr/kg

Up to 80ltr/kg

Mainland UK

£6.60 Inc VAT

£15.84 Inc VAT

£23.76 Inc VAT

£34.42 Inc VAT

£44.88 Inc VAT

N. Ireland / Eire

£9.24 Inc VAT

£19.80 Inc VAT

£32.28 Inc VAT

£48.84 Inc VAT

£58.08 Inc VAT

Highlands and
Islands

£19.80 Inc VAT

£38.28 Inc VAT

£46.20 Inc VAT

£67.32 Inc VAT

£67.32 Inc VAT

Ancillaries
Sandstone (#30)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Smoke Blue (#14)
3kg £19.68 Inc VAT

Plum (#50)
3kg £19.68 Inc VAT

Gingerbread (#35)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Nude (#39)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Dusty Lilac (#48)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Blue Jeans (#15)
3kg £19.68 Inc VAT

Moleskin (#38)
3kg £19.68 Inc VAT

Sage (#19)
3kg £19.68 Inc VAT

Anthracite (#11)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Peppermint (#17)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Terracotta (#41)
3kg £19.68 Inc VAT

✓ Water-repellent
✓ Very low water absorption
✓ High surface hardness

Pallet Rates Formats larger than 35 x 40cm

Extras

Mainland UK

£65.00 per pallet Inc VAT

Pre-noon delivery

N. Ireland / Eire

£107.00 per pallet Inc VAT

UK deliveries will be made in 3-5 working days.

Highlands and Islands

£150.00 per pallet Inc VAT

Allow 7 working days for Ireland.

£24.00 per delivery Inc VAT

Large format porcelain over 120cm in length
(excluding slabs).
Mainland UK

£102.00 per pallet Inc VAT

N. Ireland / Eire

£144.00 per pallet Inc VAT

Highlands and Islands

£187.00 per pallet Inc VAT

✓ Resistant to acids
✓ Natural antibacterial properties
Cherry (#42)
3kg £19.68 Inc VAT
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Up to 2m2

		
Formats less than 35 x 35cm and between 1.3 and 1.6cm thick

Used in homes, commercial and
industrial projects, it copes easily with
hardwearing heavy traffic as well as
swimming pools and water features
where thermal shock and freezing
could occur. Resin-cement grout is also
compatible with underfloor heating.
Use for high-performance grouting
of joints ranging from 0mm to 20mm
and enjoy the smooth, seamless finish,
solidity, water-repellent nature with
a water-drop effect.

Up to 1m2

GROUTS , DELIVERY RATES

Why choose resin-cement grout?
Applied on interior and exterior walls
and floors, resin-cement grout can be
used with porcelain and ceramic tiles
as well as glass mosaic, natural stone,
marble and composite materials, even
thin tiles. This blended grout of epoxy
resin and cement is easy to apply with
the added benefit of being non-porous,
resilient and fine-grained.

White (#01)
3kg £15.60 Inc VAT

Project Finishing Touches

Introducing our grout collection.
You’ve picked your tiles now
enjoy picking a grout that either
complements or contrasts. The design
options are endless. Just remember
that if you’re using a natural material
that we would advise steering clear
of grouts that are too dark as they
can stain the surface of the stone and
remember to read up about sealing
your tiles too.

Mustard (#27)
3kg £19.68 Inc VAT

✓ Underfloor heating compatible

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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Patterns
Products that are supplied in ‘patterns’ consist
of combinations of set size flagstones, which
enable you to follow classic patterns such as
American, Dutch, French, Greek, and Spanish
as illustrated here.
This means you can lay your natural stone or man-made
floor to these patterns without the waste associated with
cutting uniform tiles to appropriate sizes.
So, for example, one
set of ‘Dutch pattern’
consists of 11 stones,
and 3.33m2 in total.
Some of our products
(primarily natural
stone) are available in
different widths and
random lengths, so
that you can choose
whether to lay floors
in your own free
form pattern, or in a
regimented design
(see fig 1).

Fig 1
Random Lengths

Set widths x random lengths

When buying a pattern you must buy at least one complete
set of tiles and therefore a minimum number of square
metres, depending on the exact number of tiles within
that pattern.

French pattern Fig 2
C

Each repeat is 1.44m2 with 12 stones in each repeat.
Stone

Dimensions (cm)

Quantity

A

40 x 60

2

B

40 x 40

4

C

20 x 40

2

D

20 x 20

4

A

D

B

A
D

B

D

A

B

C

B

D
C

D

B

C

A
D

B

C
C

A

Fig 4
Fig 3
Fig 2

Greek pattern Fig 2

Dutch pattern Fig 3

Marlborough Terracotta Fig 4

Each repeat is 2.72m2 with 12 stones in each repeat.

Each repeat is 3.33m2 with 11 stones in each repeat.

Square and Picket Pattern

Stone

Dimensions (cm)

Quantity

Stone

Dimensions (cm)

Quantity

A

55 x 82

2

A

62 x 91.8

3

B

55 x 55

4

B

61 x 61

2

C

27 x 55

2

C

30.5 x 61

4

D

27 x 27

4

D

30.5 x 30.5

2

100

This is the module repeat
Total area = 0.09m2
(approximate sizes & joint width)

300

200

200
200

1m2/0.09m2 = 10.81 units
(approx. 11 square units/22 picket units required per m2)

American pattern Fig 2
Each repeat is 5.76m2 with 12 stones in each repeat.
Stone

Dimensions (cm)

Quantity

A

80 x 120

2

B

80 x 80

4

C

40 x 80

2

D

40 x 40

4

Project Finishing Touches

Spanish pattern Fig 2

Random lengths
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Stone

Dimensions (cm)

Quantity

A

60 x 90

2

B

60 x 60

4

C

30 x 60

2

D

30 x 30

4

Find further inspiration on Instagram

PATTERNS

Each repeat is 3.24m2 with 12 stones in each repeat.

Neranjo Limestone Seasoned Finish American Pattern

@ca_pietra_

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space
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One of the most popular tiles in town, be inspired by our design options when working with metro tiles.

Natural Stone
Perfectly imperfect – the beauty of
natural stone means that there will
be variations from piece to piece.
There is no such things as a “perfect”
piece of stone, which is what we love
most about the unique nature
of our products in this collection.

Limestone
Geology
A sedimentary rock mostly formed
during the Jurassic period by deposits
of shells collecting on the sea-bed
and being compressed over time.
Key quality
Shell and fossil patterns and an
infinite range of shades – usually
from cream through to yellow, but
also encompassing white and black.

A few of our faves in real-life setti ngs

Marble
Geology
The geological process that produces
the prominent veins and quartz
in the surface of marble is called
recrystallization. The vivid colours
vary depending on the prevalent
minerals in the area from which it
is quarried.
Key quality
Very hard and very smooth, with
myriad colour tones and markings
that are beautiful and mesmerising
to look at.

Sandstone
Geology
A sedimentary rock made up of
compacted grains of sand, bound
together by a secondary mineral such
as calcite, clay or silica.
Seaton Ceramic
Surf Crackle
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Colour Pop Ceramic Brick
Branco & Rosa Velho

Carter Ceramic
Rose

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Key quality
Hard-wearing, frost-resistant and
low-slip make it ideal for outdoors.

Slate
Geology
A fine-grained rock derived from
an original sedimentary rock made
of clay or volcanic ash.
Key quality
The natural, slight undulations in
the stone (caused by the way it is
split when quarried) give it instant
character. The dark colour makes
it easy to maintain.

Tonal variation
Natural stone almost always has some
tonal variation from tile to tile and slab
to slab. Natural stone and terracotta
can carry slight chips and other
blemishes. Allowances should be made
for variations in size and thickness.
To assess the natural variation of
stone, we always recommend that you
stand at least two metres away and
look at the overall effect rather than
each tile or slab, just as you would view
a work of art by looking at the whole
picture, before you start to inspect
the brushstrokes and the detail.

Tiles
Porcelain
Porcelain tiles are made from a
mixture of clays and minerals and
fired at a very high temperature.
This means that they are extremely
hard wearing and very strong.
Tip: Due to the nature of the
manufacturing process, porcelain
tiles may be subject to a very slight
‘bow’ along the length of larger tiles
(this can normally be corrected
using a specialist clip system). This
slight bowing, which will fall within
European Standards (and please
be assured that all our tiles are CE
compliant), can cause slight ‘lipping’
between one tile and the next. If you
wish to minimize the effect of this,
we recommend that tiles should be laid

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

square, or staggered by not more than
a third of a tile length, rather than
laying brick-bond.

Ceramic
Ceramic tiles are made using a clay
based material that is then decorated
with an undercoat. Once this has been
applied, a glaze is then poured over
the top. Ceramic tiles are typically
recommended for use on walls only
(unless specified that they can be used
on floors) due to their strength. Crackle
glaze ceramic tiles will require sealing.

Glass
Glass has its own beauty, but can
also be transformed by the natural or
ambient light with sparkles, reflections
and fascinating changes of colour.
It’s easy to maintain and non-porous.
Some of our mosaics are made up of
recycled glass, making it a sustainable
choice.

Rectified & Non-Rectified
Edges
Tiles are normally pressed in a mould
then fired which causes them to
shrink, so most larger format porcelain
(30 x 60 upwards) and some ceramic
tiles are then sawn before packing
to ensure that they do not vary to
much in size, enabling a tighter
grout joint, this process is know as
rectified. Smaller format tiles are rarely
rectified because they shrink less
and do not require this extra process,
they are known as non-rectified and
recommend a 3mm minimum grout
joint and spacers need to be used with
care or not at all.

Project Finishing Touches

Stone & Tile Types

BRICK DESIGN OPTIONS, STONE & TILE TYPES

Brick Design Options

For any larger format tiles we offer
are non-rectified you will find this
information on the product page and
we do not recommend to mixing them
for example in a chequer pattern.
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Glossary Of Finishes

Exterior Installation

Finishes applied
to natural stone

Please note these are very general
guidelines and not definitive
instructions. The issuer of
these guidelines cannot be held
responsible for installation. It is
always recommended that a qualified
and professional tiler should take
responsibility for the installation
of all stone and tile products. We
recommend that your installer has
adequate understand of how to install
our artisanal materials to ensure the
best results.

Distressed
The edges of the stone are chipped by
hand and cushioned using diamond
grinding pads. This process gives a
time-worn appearance to the stone
that is more refined than our seasoned
finish.
Etched
The face of the stone is sand-blasted to
make for a low-slip finish; perfect for
external and wet areas. The process
gives a ‘bleached’ look that gives it a
more contemporary appearance. An
etched finish is often used internally
and can be used to create a seamless
look from inside to outdoors.
Handmade
Refers to our terracotta collection,
where raw clay is worked into moulds
by hand, left to dry and baked.
Honed
The sawn surface of the stone is
planed by machine using high-pressure
diamond pads to create a smooth face.
Depending on its hardness, the surface
will be left with a satin or more matt
finish. The edges are diamond-sawn
and typically contain imperfections.
Once grouted, these imperfections
blend into the stone for a truly
natural effect.
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Satino
The stone undergoes a high-pressure
process which brushes the surface,
uncovering its natural character and
adding an extra dimension to the
product. Edges are usually straight
with a little rounding.
Seasoned/Heritage
Heavily tumbled edges and a textured
surface, which is either naturallyoccurring or applied to give the stone
a rugged, flagstone effect.
Tumbled
The stones are individually placed in
a jumbo rotating vat, which is full of
pebbles, to create naturally soft, round
edges – much like pebbles on a beach.
Great for replicating a ‘lived in’ look
that is not too rustic.
Tumbled and Etched
This is an extra etching process that is
applied to tumbled stone to increase
slip resistance. The stone undergoes
a washing process that etches the
surface, to improve it so that it retains
its natural warmth and colour.

Weathered
The result of an intensive process
where the edges of the stone
are chipped, exposing an opengrain surface. A weathered finish
authentically replicates the appearance
of ancient flagstones.
Worn
This is a smoothing process that is
applied to riven stone by hand or
machine. The process grinds down to
the natural undulations of the surface
and creates the effect of old flagstones.

Finishes applied to
porcelain and ceramic
Matt
Low sheen with some texture or
graining. Varies depending on tile.
Satin
Low sheen and smooth to touch.
Varies depending on tile.
Gloss
A shiny finish glaze. Some glazes are
designed with a crackle effect and
require sealing. Polished finishes
are more susceptible to scratching,
especially floors.
Polished
Highly polished by mechanical process.
Polished finishes are more susceptible
to scratching, especially floors.
Textured
Normally matt with some relief to the
surface.

On receipt of your order
When you receive your order,
check that you have all of your tiles
and that they are in good condition
as any discrepancies cannot be
resolved after installation.
These are brief guidelines for working
with natural stones and man-made
paving. This general guidance does
not imply any guarantee by Ca’ Pietra.
We always recommend that a qualified
and professional installer should take
responsibility for the specification
and installation of all stone and tile
products.
Current and appropriate industry
standards and codes of practice should
be observed in all instances. However, if
you do decide to install the stone or tiles
yourself, we strongly recommend that
you do plenty of research into materials
and methods, and seek the best advice
on how to carry out the installation.
1. When you take delivery
of your order
Check that you have all your slabs
and that they’re in good condition.
Remember, with natural or
handcrafted products there will always
be some variations in colour tone,
veining, surface texture and natural
characteristics.
Tip: Keep the tiles on a level, stable
surface, stored vertically to avoid any
risk of cracking.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

2. Before you install
Tips:
• Wipe both sides of the tile clean
with a sponge and clean water before
installation to remove dust. This will
ensure good adhesion.
• Don’t install slabs in freezing or cold
conditions.
• Give yourself a dry run by laying your
slabs or tiles as they will eventually
be laid. This enables you to check you
have the correct number and size of
slabs and colour blending.
• When installing a flagstone, it is
important to ensure it is laid the right
way up (one way to identify the top, is
to look at the sides of the slab – which
usually taper inwards, so that the top is
slightly wider than the underside).
If in doubt it’s always best to ask a
stone expert.
• With natural stones, randomly select
and mix tiles from the different boxes
or crates you receive to ensure a tonal
blend across the entirety of the new
surface and avoid any colour banding.
3. General preparation
The golden rule is: tiles must always be
‘solid bedded’ – in other words, avoid any
cavities underneath the material.
The bed should support the full slab, not
just the corners or in dots/dabs.
Do not ‘spot’ bed as this can cause
‘through bed staining’ and will weaken
the integrity of the paving. (Please
note that precise standards, falls, bed
thicknesses and other specifications
may vary dependent on the actual
application. You should always refer
to appropriate and current standards
and codes of practice.)
Cutting tiles
Tiles can be cut using a diamond tipped
blade – ideally a water-cooled machine
for the cleanest cutting. There are
different blades for natural stone and for
porcelain so it’s important to have the
correct one.
Levelling your tiles
Thin tiles (up to 1cm) should be
levelled using hand pressure only.

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

A rubber mallet hammer can be
used for thicker, more robust slabs.
4. Substrate preparation
and installing the tiles
There are several different methods
of installation for external paving.
The two most common methods are:
Option 1: If the external works are a
continuation of the internal tiling – lay
a structural concrete screed, to the
appropriate current standards, with the
required sub-base. Ensure that adequate
falls, cross falls and intersections are
accurately created in the screed to fine
tolerances, for good levels of drainage.
The tiles can then be installed using
a flexible thick-bed floor tile adhesive
(suitable for external use) following
the same tiling standards as internal
flooring.
A 10mm notched trowel will provide a
5mm finished adhesive-bed thickness.
Leave 6mm wide expansion joints
in accordance with current BSEN
requirements and at changes of plane.
You should fill these joints with exterior
grade mastic, matched to the grout/joint
colouration.
Option 2: If you are laying external
works as ‘slab paving’ rather than
tiling – the appropriate sub-base should
be laid and well compacted. For good
stability this is usually an even 10cmthick, compacted layer of type 1 granular
aggregate (40mm to dust). For most
domestic applications a sub-base of
10cm should be sufficient. However, the
paving design must be based on ground
conditions as well as type and frequency
of anticipated loads.
As previously described, falls, cross-falls
and intersections must be carefully
formed. You should incorporate
a minimum fall of 1.25% (1 in 80)
and crossfall of 2.5% (1 in 40) in the
sub-layer construction to provide
adequate surface-water run-off. Use
a ratio between 4:1 and 6:1 of sharp
sand, cement and plasticiser (to BSEN
requirements). Prepare a base of mortar
beneath the slabs – normally around
30-50mm thick.

FINISHES GLOSSARY, EXTERIOR
INSTALLATION

Please note these descriptions are only
a guide because every stone is unique
and reacts to the finishing process
differently.

Riven
A riven finish is naturally split along
the strata of the stone to create an
authentic surface that will vary from
stone to stone. There is normally a high
variation in thickness with riven stones
(unless they are calibrated at source).
In order to achieve a relatively even
surface, you can use the adhesive bed
to reduce this variation. Riven stone
tends to disguise the wear and tear of
everyday family life.

Velvet / Natural
The stone is first etched producing a
‘bleached’ look and then undergoes
a satino process which gives it a
tactile, velvety feel. This finish works
effectively in both traditional and
modern interiors.

Project Finishing Touches

Our stones come in a range of finishes
– these may be for aesthetic or practical
effect. In a bathroom, for example,
you may want a more textured finish
for better slip resistance. If you are
restoring a heritage property, an ageing
process such as seasoned will help you
to match existing materials.

Reclaimed/Recycled
Genuinely reclaimed products, often
more than 100 years old. Each tile varies
and requires a little more attention on
site.
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We always recommend ordering 1015% extra material for wastage when
installing, if your order has suffered any
minor damage in transit, we suggest you
keep these tiles aside for cutting.
On receipt of your order
When you receive your order, please
check that you have all your tiles
and that they are in good condition
as any discrepancies cannot be
resolved after installation.
Some general points
• Prior to installation you should store
your tiles in a dry place.
• Do not install tiles during very hot
weather.
• Avoid direct sunlight on to natural
stone during installation (prior to
sealing the tiles).
• Never use acids or undiluted alkaline
solutions to clean natural stone, unless
for troubleshooting.
• Always ensure that surfaces are
properly sealed on natural stone and
crackle glazed tiles before grouting.
• Do not cover newly installed surfaces
with non- breathable membranes
such as self-adhesive plastic sheeting
or plywood sheets. If surfaces need
to be covered after installation, use a
good-quality decorator’s sheet or a thin
specialist protective card instead.
• Always refer to the manufacturer’s
guidelines on the packaging of
installation materials or data sheets,
available on request.
• It is important to shuffle your tiles from
pack to pack before you install them,
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to ensure an even blend of tones, this is
particularly important for natural stone
and more artisanal products.
• It is known in this industry that
porcelain tiles and paving exceeding
75cm in length and/or width have a
slight bow to them. This bowing occurs
as a natural result of the drying process
– it’s a characteristic of the product and
not classed as a fault. When tiling with
a brick bond pattern with large format
porcelain tiles, offset each row from the
previous row by no more than one third
of the tile’s length. This will ensure that
the bowing does not adversely affect
the look of your tiled area, however we
suggest you check your particular tile
before you install and decide what is
best for you. We also recommend using
levelling clips, as this will ensure a
good, finished result is achieved.
Prior to installation
Both sides of the tile should be wiped
clean of any dust before installation and
the top surface should be wiped again
after installation and before grouting
takes place.
The subfloor or wall should be a flat,
level, and stable surface to tile on to.
If tiling over a timber surface, the floor
will need overlaying with a specialist
tile backerboard. You can also use this
product to tile on to timber- framed
walls, we do not recommend tiling onto
plaster board, especially in wet areas.
We recommend to pre-tile prime all
surfaces that are going to be tiled using
our Pre-Tile Primer, diluted as per the
instructions on the packaging.
If you are tiling on to walls and floors in
wet areas, we recommend you fully tank
(waterproof) prior to tiling with a specific
paint on tanking system.
If you are tiling on to an underfloor,
heated screed, or a newly poured screed
(once it’s fully dried and cured, please
refer to the manufacturers’ instructions
regarding this) the floor will need
pre-tile priming and overlaying with a
movement decoupling membrane such
as our Structured Decoupling Matting.

This will help prevent any shrinkage or
cracking that may occur in the screed
being transferred through to the tiles.
Cutting Stone & Tiles
Natural stone and tiles can be cut using
a diamond blade – ideally a water-cooled
machine to keep dust to a minimum.
Some porcelain, glass and ceramic tiles
can be cut with a scribe and break type
cutter.
Grout joints, spacers & levelling clips
Grout joint width is a personal choice
however when using spacers extra care
must apply when tiling natural stone,
non-rectified porcelain and smaller
format tiles because these products have
higher tolerances in size variation that
can cause some challenges when using
set size spacers.
When installing natural stone in one of
our random repeating patterns (French,
Dutch or Spanish for example), we advise
dry laying a pattern set to establish the
required grout width to make the pattern
flow, with such patterns it is normal that
these joints will vary so it is best to avoid
using set size spacers and use wedges/
packers. Once grouted this variation
will be hardly noticeable and part of the
feature of a random looking floor.
Commonly known as LASH clips, this
stands for Level, Align, Space & Hold.
Levelling clips are a two-part system
consisting of a clip and a wedge,
ensuring your tiles are absolutely level
without any lipping or exposed edges
that can be caused by slightly bowed
tiles. They can align tiles from 9-15mm
thick ensuring even grout joints and can
be used for both wall and floor tiling. The
holes in the base of the clip allow for the
adhesive to pass through, ensuring no
voids are left under the tile.
Installation
Use a good-quality, flexible, white, tileadhesive, such as our Premium White
Semi Rapid Set (carefully follow any
instructions on the packaging) and apply
with a notched trowel.
Ensure 100% adhesive coverage of each
tile and the subbase, never dot and dab.

Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_

Preparing before sealing and grouting
– natural stone and terracotta
Clean and condition the surface using
a diluted solution of alkaline cleaner
such as our Deep Clean (diluted 1:10
with water). This will help ensure that
any dust, dirt, and grime that may have
accumulated during the installation
process is removed. A properly cleaned
and prepared surface will improve the
efficiency of the sealer.
Sealing your tiles – natural stone,
crackle glaze and terracotta
Once your tiles are installed you will
need to use an impregnating sealant for
protection prior to grouting such as our
Stain Block (or for crackle glaze tiles a
crackle glaze sealant).
Preparing before grouting –
porcelain and ceramic tiles
Clean the surface using fresh clean
water. This will help ensure that any
dust or grit that may have accumulated
during the installation process is
removed, preventing the risk of
scratching the tiles when being grouted.
Grouting
We recommend using lighter coloured
grouts for most products, in particular
natural stone and matt/textured glazed
tiles, rather than black or bright coloured
as these can cause staining on light
materials, this staining is particularly
hard to remove.
• Ensure you have selected a grout
product that is suitable for use with the
chosen tile material and desired joint
width.
• Ensure that you wipe away any excess
grout with a sponge and regularly
change the water before the grout dries.
Avoid raking out the grout in the joints
and do not allow water to puddle.
• Before the grout has fully set wash
again with a damp sponge to ensure
as much residue is removed with a
solution of alkaline cleaner such as
our Deep Clean (diluted with 1:20 with
water)

sealants or attack some coloured glazes
on tiles.

Natural finish: (Typically smooth
finish materials) Apply a final coat of
impregnating sealer making sure to
cover grout joints as well, you will then
need to remove any excess unabsorbed
sealer after approx. 30 mins depending
on atmospheric conditions.

Ideally, use a product that is PH neutral,
bio-degradable, and environmentally
friendly. We recommend our All-Clean
product. This can be diluted in water
for a traditional mopping method or
in a ready to use solution for use with
microfibre mopping systems for floors
and the same product with a mist spray
and microfibre cloth for walls.

OR
Satin finish: (Typically for more rustic
and porous materials, especially
terracotta) Further to the above and only
if the stone is not used is a wet area, you
can apply a surface coating such as our
Stone Shield or Bees Wax Polish. This will
offer further protection; it will help fill
the natural pours and gives the product
an attractive patina.
Finishing after grouting –
porcelain and ceramic tile
For crackle glaze apply a second coat
of crackle glaze sealant.
Dry buff the tiles with a clean cloth to
remove any final grout residue.
There is the option to further seal the
grout joints if desired using our Stain
Block Eco. When using this remove any
excess liquid immediately.
On very matt porcelain floors you can
apply our Stone Shield in non-wet areas
to help ease the cleaning required and
enhance the appearance of the tile.
General care – stone & tiles
As long as you are confident you have
selected the right type of product for
the space and your lifestyle, caring for
your floors and walls doesn’t have to be a
chore. Here are a few essential steps.
Firstly, keep floors as free as possible
of loose dust and grit with regular
vacuuming or sweeping. This will greatly
reduce the ‘sandpaper’ effect that can
occur on the surface and will reduce dirt
getting compacted into the surface and
joints. We recommend washing the floor
with a damp mop – firstly, to remove the
dirt that a vacuum won’t pick up, and
secondly for hygiene. Avoid using too
much water as this tends to spread the
dirt from one are to another, whereas a
well rung or fibre mop will lift it up.
We strongly recommend that you use
specialist cleaning products. The harsh,
acidic household products can ‘bruise’
your stone and break down protective

Visit our website capietra.com to view the full collection of tiles to transform any space

Avoid using steam cleaners on natural
stone – they may clean some surfaces,
but the hot steam can remove the sealer
and damage the surface over time.
Maintenance – natural stone
Using the correct specialist cleaning
product will greatly reduce the frequency
of more intensive cleans and reseals.
General wear of the surface from foot
traffic over time exposes capillaries, or
tiny cracks and these can accumulate
dirt and grime. Therefore, we
recommend a more intensive clean every
3–4 years, with a heavy-duty product that
will dissolve ingrained dirt and grease,
such as our Deep Clean.
A common misconception is that every
natural stone surface need resealing
every few years, but this will depend on
the particular stone and its use. You can
normally tell if a stone needs resealing
by wetting the stone and leaving for
around five minutes before wiping off.
If the water leaves a mark by darkening
the stone this will mean the stone is
becoming more porous and would
benefit from a top-up.
You should first give it an intensive clean
with a product such as Deep Clean, this
will help to allow the sealer to penetrate.
If the stone has had a surface coating
applied, it is most likely that this is all
that will need to be reapplied, not the
original impregnating sealer, unless the
stone has become extremely porous.

STONE AND TILE INSTALLATION

Please note these are very general
guidelines and not definitive
instructions. The issuer of these
guidelines cannot be held responsible for
installation. It is always recommended
that a qualified and professional tiler
should take responsibility for the
installation of all stone and tile products.
We recommend that your installer has
adequate understand of how to install
our artisanal materials to ensure the best
results.

Level the tiles using hand pressure only,
where possible. Using a mallet or rubber
hammer could cause cracking.

Finishing after grouting –
natural stone and terracotta

Project Finishing Touches

Stone & Tile Internal Installation

Remove excess adhesive with a damp
cloth quickly before it hardens or stains
the tile.

For stones with a natural finish, apply
a coat of impregnating sealer such as
our Stain Block and wipe off the excess
after around 20 minutes and repeat if
required. Do not allow any of the product
to dry on the surface.
Please note that it is perfectly normal for
natural stone to mature with use and
time and for its appearance to evolve as
part of its intrinsic beauty.
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Product Index
243-244

Alfriston Clergy Ceramic

189-190

Blenheim Porcelain

Architectural Elements
• Arlington Court Ceramic
• Llanerchaeron Porcelain
• Melange Porcelain
• Moseley Porcelain
• Red House Ceramic
• Wimpole Hall Ceramic
Architectural Mouldings
Ceramic

191-192
194
193, 309
193, 309
191-192
191-192
325

Ashbourne Limestone
• Satino
• Tumbled

35
35

Amethyst Marble · Honed

85

Angora Marble · Honed

86

Antique Burgundy
Terracotta · Reclaimed
Atlantis Porcelain Mosaic
Atlas Porcelain

99-100
245-246
195-196, 310

Avebury Ceramic

247-248

Avenue Porcelain

197-198 310

253

Brewhouse Porcelain

117-118, 311

Brick Lane Porcelain

199-200, 312

Brompton Porcelain

201-202, 313

Brooklyn Embossed Ceramic

203

Bryant Porcelain

119

Butler Porcelain

204

C
Cabana Porcelain

205-206, 314

Cabochons

328

Calcot Limestone · Tumbled

41

California Porcelain

149-150

Camden Ceramic

254

Candy Cane Porcelain Mosaic

255-256
87
257-258

Charterhouse Limestone · Tumbled
Chateau Porcelain

42
107-108

Baobab Limestone · Honed
• Papyrus
• Silver Blue
• Silver Blue Leaf Mosaic
• Silver Blue Scallop Mosaic

36
36
169
169

Chatham Porcelain

Chelsea Porcelain

151

Bazaar Ceramic

251

Chelsea Wall Ceramic

152

Bazaar Pattern Ceramic

252

Chemistry Porcelain

Beaulieu Limestone · Velvet

345

Brasserie Glass Mosaic

Carter Ceramic
249-250

115
305-306

Carrara Miscela Marble · Honed

B
Bamboo Porcelain Mosaic

Blenheim Paving Porcelain

38
39
40

37

Cheltenham Porcelain

Chesil Porcelain

109-110, 314
207-208

147-148
111

Chic Ceramic

259

Colour Pop Ceramic

260

Gelato Porcelain Mosaic

Corfe Limestone
• Etched
• Honed
• Tumbled
• Tumbled & Etched

43, 287
43
44
288

Cote Bourgogne Limestone · Seasoned

45

Cotehele Porcelain

120

Cuba Porcelain

209

Cuba Wall Ceramic

210

D
Delicate Porcelain

261

Delicate Wall Ceramic

262

Denham Limestone · Seasoned

46, 289-290

Dolly Ceramic

263

Dorchester Sandstone · Tumbled
Dyrham Dairy
Ceramic Hand Decorated

47-48
264

E
Empress Marble · Honed

88

F

Greenwich Porcelain

122

51-52, 291-292

Florence Mosaic Marble · Honed
Floris Porcelain

170
211-212, 316

Fontaine Limestone · Tumbled

54, 293

Hamlet Limestone
• Etched
• Tumbled
• Tumbled & Etched
• Velvet

55, 294
57-58
56, 295-296
59

Hampshire Porcelain
• Cliff Decor

123-124, 315
125-126

Harlow Porcelain
Hazlebury Limestone · Seasoned

127-128
60
153

I
129-130
170

131-132

K
Kennet Porcelain

Lacock Limestone
• Heritage
• Natural

61
62
269

90

London Mosaic Marble · Honed

172

Long Island Marble
• Honed
• Dado · Honed
• Marble Mosaics · Honed
• Skirting · Honed
• Tumbled

267

91-92, 173-176
91, 175-176, 327
173-174
91, 175-176, 327
93, 177

Loom Ceramic

270

Lotus Penny Marble Mosaic · Honed

178

Louvre Porcelain

133, 317

Lucca Limestone
• Tumbled

63-64, 178

Lyme Ceramic
• Metro
• Dado

65
271
326

M
Maldon Limestone · Tumbled
Manhattan Porcelain

89, 171

215-216, 316

Linara Marble · Honed

Lunar Limestone · Tumbled

J
Kendal Marble · Tumbled

L

Lily Pad Porcelain

Hamilton Limestone · Seasoned

Holland Park Porcelain

Medieval Bourgogne
Limestone · Weathered

Lido Porcelain

H

Jurassic Porcelain

Farley Limestone · Seasoned

Find further inspiration on Instagram

213-214

Istanbul Mosaic Marble · Honed
49-50

265-266

Glendurgan Ceramic

Isle Porcelain

Eiffel Limestone · Tumbled

Franklin Porcelain

G

66
154

Marble Luxe Porcelain

155-156

Marbleous Epic Porcelain

157-158

Marlborough Terracotta

101-102

53

67-68

Mediterranean Porcelain

134

Medina Brick Porcelain

273

Medina Hexagon Porcelain

274

Memphis Porcelain

217-218, 317

Menagerie By Michael Angove
Ceramic
Metropolitan Slate · Riven

272
69, 179

Milan Marble Mosaic · Honed

181

Minetta Porcelain

135

Modella Porcelain

219-220

Mono Hex Porcelain Mosaic

221-222

Moroccan Impressions Porcelain 223-224
Muscat Porcelain

159

Muscat Wall Ceramic

160

N
Naranjo Limestone
• Cobble · Tumbled & Etched
• Distressed
• Etched
• Honed
• Seasoned
• Tumbled
• Tumbled & Etched
• Velvet
Naturalis Marble · Honed

297
70
71-72, 298
72
73-74
75-76
77, 297
78
94

Neapolitan Porcelain

225

New York Marble· Mosaic · Honed

182

Nordic Marble · Honed
Nova Porcelain

95
226

PRODUCT INDEX

Abstract Porcelain

Bergamo Limestone
• Distressed
• Honed
• Tumbled

Project Finishing Touches

A

112

@ca_pietra_
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Product Index
O
Oasis Ceramic
Old Westminster
Sandstone · Worn & Patinated
Oxford Porcelain

R

V

275

Rainforest Porcelain

161

79

Recycled Pavers
Terracotta · Reclaimed

103-104

113

Rhine Porcelain

141-142

P

Riverside Porcelain

143

Riverside Wall Ceramic

144

Palazzo Marble
• Honed
• Marble Mosaic · Polished

Rococo Glass

279

Rotterdam Calacatta Porcelain

161

Rotterdam Wood Porcelain

113

95
182

Palladio Marble · Honed

96

Pantheon Marble · Honed

96

Parisian Café Tri Porcelain

227-228, 318

Parisian Chic Porcelain

229, 318

Patisserie Porcelain

230, 319

Pebble Porcelain
Piazza Porcelain
Pierre Porcelain
Pierre Paving Porcelain

136
163-164, 320
137-138
307

Piccadilly Limestone · Honed

80

Pisa Porcelain

165

Plume Marble Mosaic · Honed

183

Pottery Porcelain

277-278

Provence Porcelain

139-140

Provence Paving Porcelain

308

Q
Quintessential Porcelain

231-232, 321

S
Salcombe Sandstone · Seasoned

81, 300

Santorini Ceramic

233

Seaton Ceramic

280

Sherborne Porcelain

145-146

Shoreline Ceramic

281

Signature Porcelain

234

Spitalfields Ceramic
Solar Porcelain

237-238
235-236, 321

Sussex Porcelain

114

Swanage Limestone
• Honed
• Tumbled

81
82

Vacation Porcelain
Valentine Marble · Honed
• Dado · Honed
• Marble Mosaics
• Skirting · Honed

239-240, 322
97, 185
97, 327
185
97, 327

Venice Porcelain

166

Vintage Crackle Ceramic

282

174

Tribeca Porcelain

162

Tyrone Limestone · Seasoned

Buying natural stone, tiles and paint can be tricky, which
is why our dedicated team are here to help.

W
Weltzner Limestone · Satino
Wexford Limestone
• Semi-Honed
• Cobbles · Tumbled
Woodland Glade Porcelain

83, 186
85, 302
303-304
241-243, 322

Y
Yoga Porcelain Mosaic

283-284

Z
Zen Marble · Honed
• Bead · Honed
• Marble Mosaics · Honed
Zuber Limestone · Tumbled

98, 173-174
98, 174, 327
187-188
84

T
Tokyo Marble Mosaic · Honed

Let Us Help...

Phone

Email

Website

We love a good chat on the
phone, which is why our
team are only a phone call
away if you need help.

Pop us over an email and
our customer care team
will be happy to assist
with your query.

For tile advice, FAQ’s and
inspiration, head to over to
our website and start your
project off on the right foot.

01380 735885

hello@capietra.com

capietra.com

Live Chat

Instagram

Jump on to our live chat on our website to
talk to our team of experts.

Packed full of inspirational ideas to get
you started on your project.

capietra.com

@ca_pietra_

YouTube

82, 301

Need help working out how many tiles you need for your project? Head to our YouTube
channel where we show you how to measure your room for tiles, plus much more.

Search ‘Ca’ Pietra Curates Live’ on YouTube.com
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Find further inspiration on Instagram

@ca_pietra_
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capietra.com

